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Welcome to the Explorers Teaching Guide!
Explorers Teaching Guide is a leader’s guide for those who teach grades four and five. This teaching 
guide will help you connect with the students in your class and challenge them to learn and apply the 
truths of God’s Word. Explorers is part of the D6 family of Sunday School/Bible study curriculum for all 
ages. D6 is a reference to the Scriptural teaching that says parents are to be the primary spiritual leaders 
for their children (Deuteronomy 6:5-9). D6 curriculum provides a six-year study of the story of the Bible, 
helping lead the entire family to interact around the same biblical theme.

What’s New?

The More You Know . . .This section on the front page of every lesson provides helpful information 
with regard to the rationale for teaching that unit’s lessons, or interesting background information 
about the Scripture text being taught.

Timeline—Many lessons will include a graphic that helps you understand the period of history (both 
biblical and secular) in which the lesson is set. This is a good reminder that the Bible is not a book 
of “stories” or fables, but rather an accurate historical record.

D6 Doorposts™—Each lesson will address key principles that frame a biblical worldview. We will 
identify how the passage being studied supports a biblical worldview so teachers will be able to 
reinforce these foundational concepts in age-appropriate ways.

D6 Digital—For the first time, D6 curriculum is available in a digital format! Now you can study from 
your laptop, tablet, or smartphone. Go to d6curriculum.com or call 800.877.7030 for more informa-
tion.

Despite the many exciting changes to Explorers Teaching Guide, the curriculum continues to be built 
around the CLEAR Learning System, which uses five important steps to help students participate in every 
lesson. These five steps are:

Connect—These opening activities help capture the learners’ attention to help them transition to 
class time and be ready to learn how the lesson relates to their lives. Two options are provided so 
teachers can choose the activity that best fits their students and their classroom setting.

Learn—What does the Bible say? The Learn section answers this question by digging into the bib-
lical text and explaining it in ways students can understand.

Explore—The Explore section of each lesson provides additional teaching and reinforcement of 
biblical truths presented in the lesson. It provides a helpful perspective for understanding God’s 
Word.

Apply—The Apply section provides interaction that encourages students to do more than learn 
facts and details. It provides emphasis on the application of God’s Word in personal ways.

Respond—The final section in each lesson encourages students to consider specific responses 
they can make to the lessons learned. Students are challenged to respond from their hearts and 
take practical action.
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Application Verse: D6 curriculum has always emphasized a memory verse for elementary 
students. However, there is a more intentional focus for students to apply the verse to their 
lives and not just memorize the words (James 1:22).

Lesson Objectives: It’s hard to know if you’ve hit the target when you’re not sure what you’re 
aiming at. That’s why ever lesson now includes three objectives that identify the lesson’s 
threefold target.

Know— The biblical knowledge you want your students to learn.
Think—A biblical worldview you hope your students will adopt.
Do—The practical understanding of how to apply biblical truths to daily life.

Preparation Checklist: This lists the items needed for the different parts of the les-
son whether it is a Teaching Essential or items needed for activities.

D6 Doorpost™: It is important to instill a biblical worldview to students of all ages. 
The D6 doorposts give an explanation of how the lesson supports a biblical world-
view and helps emphasize the relevance of the principle for the world today.

Take Note: These are additional tips and information you will find helpful when 
preparing and teaching the lesson.

The More You Know . . . This provides the teacher with background information 
on a section of Scripture, rationale for teaching this topic to students, or even sug-
gestions for creative additions to the lessons. Sometimes the more you know, the 
better you can prepare.

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home 
Connection is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way 
to practice faith at home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each mem-
ber of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try it this week 
by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.

Large Group/Small Group: If you use a Large group/Small group format, D6 cur-
riculum easily accommodates your needs.  Look for these icons throughout the 
lessons to see an example of how it can be accomplished.
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Teaching Essentials
Explorers Teaching Essentials provides the 
resources needed to most effectively teach 
grades four and five. Each kit includes one 
Explorers Teaching Guide, teaching pictures 
and posters, reproducible sheets, application 
verse posters, an attendance poster, and repro-
ducible take-home piece, Field Notes.

Explorers Field Notes—These are a weekly link 
between class and home. These reproducible 
sheets are designed to reinforce weekly lessons 
and themes through the use of age-appropriate 
activities that are used in the class and home. 
One side offers a worksheet activity related to 
the lesson to be used in the classroom.

OT = Old Testament

NT = New Testament

ST = Special Topic

Explorers Components

Explorers 
Teaching 
Guide

Application 
Verse Poster

Teaching Pictures

Reproducibles

Includes a weekly activity for 
families to do together.

Part of this side is 
completed in class.

Field Notes

Field Notes
Field Notes are reproducible work-
sheets provided in the Teaching 
Essentials to be used in class and 
at home.

This side is to be used at home.

This can be completed in class or at home.

Observations—students will write what they 
learned in class. 
Response—students will write possible verses 
for what they have learned.
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Welcome to the Fall Quarter!

Unit 1—New Testament (Jesus Is Enough)

This study from the books of Colossians and Philemon focuses on the truth that Jesus is enough and 
all that is offered by identifying with and submitting to Him. Students will learn Jesus rules, He gives 
life, He changes us, He rewards, and He forgives. Students will also discover the benefits of having a 
relationship with Christ.

Unit 2—Old Testament (A Heart Like God’s)

The study of Jonah is much more than a fish tale. This unit focuses on God’s relentless pursuit to save 
people. Students will discern the effort God makes to show His grace to those who are disobedient and 
His eagerness to forgive those who repent. Students can also examine how God desires to bring people 
of all nations to Himself.

Unit 3—Special Topic (Everyday Disciple)

Our Special Topic unit this quarter focuses on everyday discipleship. Through this study, students will 
learn to love God all the time. They will learn the importance of learning and loving His words, and 
applying them to their lives. Students will be encouraged to show their love for God at home. They will 
also be challenged to model God’s love to everyone through their words and actions.

Explorer’s Guide
Explorer’s Guide is the devotional study guide 
for students in grades four and five. It is a 
tool designed to help the student establish 
the habit of spending daily time with God in 
His Word. This magazine features 13 weeks 
of daily Bible studies, which help reinforce 
the themes of the lessons they learn each 
Sunday. It also includes puzzles, age-appro-
priate jokes, short stories and articles to help 
them grow as Christ followers.

Devotional study guides are available for 
everyone in your family. To order visit 
D6family.com
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Talking With Children About Spiritual Matters
One of your most important roles as a church leader to elementary students will be to encourage and guide them in their 
spiritual journey. God has given parents the most important and influential role when it comes to influencing a child’s path to 
salvation, and leaders at church have the responsibility to support and encourage this process. 

Ideally, parents will be the ones to help their kids navigate a decision to follow Christ, but children’s ministry leaders should be 
prepared and ready when needed. Kids will have questions about faith at random times, so it’s important for everyone on your 
team to be trained about leading them to Christ and answering questions they may have. Sometimes kids respond to an invita-
tion for salvation, but when you talk with them you can tell what they really need is assurance of salvation, help understanding 
how to fight temptations, or some other aspect of navigating their walk with Christ. See #4 below for help with those situations.

There are many methods that are effective, but the following provides general guidelines and principles with regard to leading 
a child to Christ.

Whenever a child responds, it’s important to discern the reasons for the response and the readiness of the child. 

• Ask the child why he responded today (came forward, raised his hand, went to the back of the room, etc.).  Don’t make the 
assumption the child is responding to a need for salvation. Sometimes kids just want to tell you about an injury or a pet 
that is sick. Be careful not to ask leading questions like, “Did you come to become a Christian?” Ask questions that allow 
the child to word his reason for responding.

• If the child provides enough feedback to show readiness for this important step of faith, proceed with the next steps. If 
you do not feel the child fully understands, listen to why she came and pray with her about her need, but do not proceed. 
Walking a child through that decision before she is ready can lead to much confusion and provide a false sense of security 
in salvation.

Here are some guidelines for talking with children about salvation:

1. We have a problem—we all sin and there’s a penalty for sin. 

• What is sin? Sin is anything we think, say, or do that goes against God’s Word. Sin breaks our relationship with God.
• Have you ever sinned? Encourage the child to recognize he has sinned and use the Bible to show that all have sinned 

(Romans 3:23).
• Do you know what punishment is? Allow the child to respond. The Bible teaches us the punishment for sin means that 

at some point everyone will die and be separated from God. It’s a punishment earned because of sin (Romans 6:23).

2.  God has a solution to the problem—Jesus took the punishment for sin and made a way to fix our relationship with God. 

• God loved us so much that He sent His Son to die on the cross to pay the price for our sins (Romans 5:8).
• God offers the free gift of salvation and all who choose that gift can live with Him forever (Romans 6:23b).
• God wants to be our friend and guide us every day!

3.  You have a choice to make—Will you receive the free gift being offered to you?

• Nobody can make this choice for you. It’s a personal decision to follow Jesus (Romans 10:9, John 3:16).
• Discuss with the child what these verses mean and ask if she believes these things and wants to receive the gift of salva-

tion. Pray with her, but encourage her to use her own words to tell God what she is feeling and wants to do. 

Children are literal thinkers, so using phrases like, “ask Jesus into your heart,” or “give your heart to Jesus” can be confusing 
to them. Be simple and clear when choosing your words. 

4.  The choice to become a Christian is just the beginning of an exciting journey with the Lord. He is ready to help His children 
grow and learn every day. Use these five-word promises from Gods Word to encourage kids along their journey. Encourage 
them to use the fingers on one hand to be reminded of these truths.

•  God will always forgive me (1 John 1:9). 
 Children need to be reminded that becoming a Christian doesn’t mean they will never sin again. Some kids think they need 

to become a Christian all over again every time they sin. 
• God will never leave me (Hebrews 13:5b).
 Sometimes kids just need assurance of salvation and a reminder that God is with them even when they cannot physically 

see Him.
• The Lord is my helper (Hebrews 13:6).
 It’s not easy to fight sin nature and follow Christ. Children often get discouraged if they feel alone. 
• I can talk to God (Philippians 4:6, 1 Peter 5:7).
 Children need to be reminded that God cares about everything they are going through and they can talk to Him about 

anything.
• The Bible is God’s Word (Hebrews 4:12, 2 Timothy 3:16).
 Children need to know the Bible is not just a book about God or His teachings. It is actually God’s Word to us and very 

useful for learning to follow Him every day.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:
Today’s lesson on the Lordship of Christ provides the perfect oppor-
tunity to answer what might be the most important question anyone 
ever asks. Who is Jesus? The more we learn the truth of who Jesus 
is, the more we will desire to worship and love Him.

A closer look at Mark’s account of Jesus calming the storm provides 
us with insight into the character of Jesus. Jesus and His disciples 
were sailing away from the crowds in order to give Jesus a much 
needed break. Jesus’ need for rest proves His humanity, and His hu-
manity qualifies Him to be our compassionate intercessor (Hebrews 
2:17).

The deity of Jesus is also revealed in today’s lesson. Only God can 
make the winds and water obey. With a simple command from Christ, 
the storm ended and the sea became calm (Mark 4:39). The apostles 
were amazed at the power of Jesus (Luke 8:25).

Scripture reminds us to expect troubles in life (John 16:33), but the 
Lord promised to never leave us alone in the midst of our troubles 
(Deuteronomy 31:8). Faith in Christ is never misplaced; therefore, we 
must always trust in Him. If He can calm the storms of the sea with 
His voice, He can calm the storms of life as well.

New Testament
Lesson 1
September 1, 2019

Jesus Rules
TEXT: Colossians 1:9-23; Mark 4:35-41

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Jesus is the image of God, creator, before time, the head 

of the church, and the winner over sin and death.
 Think:  We serve Jesus, the ruler and Lord over the universe.
 Do:   Focus on a different characteristic of Jesus and praise Him 

for it each day this week.

APPLICATION VERSE: Colossians 1:16b-17

THEME: Lordship of Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		Index cards

q	Pencils

Option 2

q	Pieces of paper

q	Pencils

LEARN
q	TE 1-2

q	TE 1-3

q	Bibles

q	Field Notes NT-1

q	Colored pencils

EXPLORE
q		Three different colors of con-

struction paper

APPLY
q	TE 1-20

q		Construction paper or card-
stock

q	Markers

q	Tape

q	Yarn or twine

RESPOND
q	TE 1-1a

q	TE 1-3

q	Field Notes NT-1

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Colossians 1:9-10

Day 2—Colossians 1:13-17

Day 3—Colossians 1:18-19

Day 4—Colossians 1:21-23

Day 5—Mark 4:35-41

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Index cards (one per student)
 Pencils

Write the name of different items on an index card for each student 
(see sidebar for suggestions) Leave room at the bottom for students 
to write three clues. (If you think your students need help or would 
enjoy it more, pair them up and give one item to each pair.) Distribute 
index cards and pencils to the students. Encourage the students to 
write three clues, making them harder to easier.

Give the students an example for clarification.

1. I am long and thin.
2. I come in different colors, but mostly I’m yellow.
3. You write with me.

Ask each student (or pair) to read their clues aloud to see if the other 
students can guess the identity of the item. Collect the cards and 
thank the students for being so creative.

Good clues can help you discover an item’s identity. Today’s we’ll 
begin a study of Jesus’ identity. After Jesus died and went to 
Heaven, people began to have confusing ideas and opinions about 
who Jesus really is. Was He God’s Son? Was He just a man? Was 
He a great teacher? Paul, the great missionary, wrote a letter to 
the people in Colossae to set them straight. Today we’ll learn more 
about Jesus using truths from the Bible.

Option 2

Items Needed: Pieces of paper (one per student)
 Pencils

Have the students rank items in order from best to worst. Distribute 
a piece of paper and a pencil to each student. Announce a category 
(sports teams, brands of soda, candy bars, school subjects, flavors 
of ice cream, pets, pizza toppings, etc.) and ask students to write the 
top three in order from best to worst. After all have finished, have 
the students share their answers. Announce another category and 
invite the students to rank them. Then have the students share their 
answers with the others.

Is it okay to have your own opinion about what is best or worst? 
Encourage response. Of course, it is okay to have your own opinion 
about who is the best sports team or what is the best school sub-
ject. But there is one thing we need to all agree on: who Jesus is. 
Some people only believe Jesus was a good teacher. Some believe 
He was a prophet. Some believe He was an angel. Different people 
have different opinions about who Jesus really is. Today we’ll learn 
more about Jesus using truths from the Bible.

Notes

Suggestions: toothbrush, stuffed animal, 
computer, sock, pillow, potato chip, refrig-
erator, cell phone
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Items Needed: TE 1-2—TE 1-3
 Bibles
 Field Notes NT-1
 Colored pencils

Before class, cut apart the pieces from TE 1-2 and TE 1-3, keeping 
them in order. Keep the pictures from TE 1-3 out of the students’ 
view. Also, copy Field Notes NT-1 so each student will have one. 
Read the clues from TE 1-2 aloud and when students correctly guess 
the item, display the corresponding picture from TE 1-3 to guide you 
in discussing a truth about Jesus. Make sure the students have a 
Bible and have them turn to Colossians 1.

Who is Jesus? This may be the most important question anyone will 
ever ask you. Many people have their opinions about who Jesus is; 
some say He is one of many gods, a created being, an angel, a good 
teacher, a prophet, etc. The Bible gives us the truth. Paul wrote a let-
ter to the church at Colossae while he was in prison. Jesus’ death, 
burial, and resurrection had happened about thirty years before. 
During that time a lot of lies were being spread about who Jesus is, 
so Paul wanted them to know the truth about Jesus. We can learn 
from Paul’s letter who Jesus is. Let’s look in Colossians 1 to find five 
truths about Jesus’ identity. Distribute Field Notes NT-1 and colored 
pencils to the students. Have them fold along the solid line, and turn 
to the inside. Have the students fill in the blanks as you display each 
picture and have them draw the picture in the corresponding boxes 
to help them remember each one.

Read the clues from 1-2a. When the students guess photograph, dis-
play TE 1-3a. Read or choose a student to read Colossians 1:15. Just 
as a photograph shows images of real people or a real place, Jesus 
is a perfect picture of God. Jesus is the visible image of the invisible 
God. God is invisible (1 Timothy 1:17). Jesus took on a human body 
and showed us what God is like. When you read about Jesus, you 
know what God is like. Jesus is loving, kind, gentle, strong, wise, 
powerful, holy, good, and all the other things God is.

Read the clues from TE 1-2b. When the students guess world, display 
TE 1-3b. Read or choose a student to read Colossians 1:16-17. What 
could this picture of the world tell us about Jesus? He is the Creator 
of the world. Jesus rules over everything in Heaven and earth—vis-
ible and invisible. Did you know there are more than 100 billion 
galaxies in our universe, each with a possible 100 billion stars? That 
means there could be more than ten billion trillion stars. What an 
amazing world He created! Not only did He create it, but He also 
holds it all together.

Read the clues from TE 1-2c. When the students guess watch, display 
TE 1-3c. Read or choose a student to read Colossians 1:17. What does 
a watch tell us about Jesus? Before watches, before clocks, there 
was Jesus. Jesus existed before time—before the world was cre-
ated (Colossians 1:17). This is a hard thing to understand and there 
are some things that we can never understand, but that is when our 

Notes

TE 1-2

Field Notes NT-1

TE 1-3
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faith in God matters. If we could understand everything about God, 
then we would be like God—and we are not.

Read the clues from TE 1-2d. When the students guess church, dis-
play TE 1-3d. Read or choose a student to read Colossians 1:18 aloud. 
Jesus rules over the church. Just as the head directs the rest of the 
body, Jesus directs the church. Jesus is the head of the church and 
all believers are the body (1 Corinthians 12:12-25). We are all joined 
together as a part of God’s church and Christ is our leader. We are 
accountable to Him, dependent on Him and should follow Him wher-
ever He leads us. Having come down to earth in complete humility, 
Jesus is now raised to the highest place. He is the only one worthy 
to be worshiped.

Read the clues from TE 1-2e. When the students guess cross, dis-
play TE 1-3e. Read or choose a student to read Colossians 1:20-22. 
The cross tells us Jesus rules over sin and death. Our sin separates 
us from God. When Jesus died on the cross, He made the way for 
God and man to be together. Jesus didn’t stay dead, but came alive 
again. Because He won over death, we too can win over death and 
live forever, not here on earth, but together with Him in Heaven.

There is no one like Jesus Christ! He is Lord and rules over all.

Items Needed:  Three different colors of construction paper (one 
piece/three students)

Divide the students into three groups and give each group a different 
color of paper. (If you have nine students, there will be three in each 
group so you will need three of each color.)

Demonstrate and instruct each group (1, 2, 3) on how to move the 
paper.

Group 1: lightly move paper through the air to create a quiet sound

Group 2: move paper together to create a rustling sound

Group 3: beat hands on the paper to make loud noises

Practice a few times to make sure each group understands its sound. 
Cue each group when to make the sound effects as you share the 
lesson.

Listen to this true story about Jesus and His disciples from the New 
Testament book of Mark, chapter four. It demonstrates how Jesus 
is the ruler over nature. Jesus had been teaching the people all day, 
but now it was evening and He said to His disciples, “Let’s cross 
over to the other side.” They left the crowds of people and climbed 
into a boat. The sea was calm and the waves gently lapped against 
the shore. (Group 1: Lightly move the paper through the air to create 
a quiet sound.) Repeat the last sentence: The sea was calm and the 
waves gently lapped against the shore. (Group 1: Lightly move the 
paper through the air to create a quiet sound.)

Notes

Jesus Christ is the Sovereign 
Lord of all.
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Notes As the disciples rowed across the lake, the wind began to blow. The 
waves began to beat against the boat. (Group 1: Stop moving the 
paper. Group 2: Move the paper together to create a rustling sound.) 
Jesus, tired from the day of teaching, was in the back of the boat, 
asleep on a pillow. Do you think the waves rocked Him to sleep? 
(Group 2: Continue moving the paper to create a rustling sound.) 
Encourage response.

But it wasn’t long before the winds grew even stronger. (Group 3: 
Beat hands on the paper to make loud noises.) Lightning crashed. 
Thunder sounded. The waves crashed against the boat, splashing 
water over the edge. The waves splashed so high that water began 
filling the boat. The disciples were doing all they could, trying to 
keep the boat afloat, but still the storm raged around them. (Group 
3: Continue making loud noises like a storm.) The storm was so ter-
rible that even these experienced fishermen were afraid they might 
die. Frantic, they awoke Jesus and said, “Teacher, don’t You care 
that we are going to drown?” Then He arose and rebuked the wind, 
and said to the sea, “Peace, be still!” (Group 3: Stop moving the 
paper. Group 1: Lightly move the paper through the air to create a 
quiet sound.)

The stormy wind ceased and there was a great calm. Jesus asked, 
“Why are you so fearful? How is it that you have no faith?” Why 
were the disciples so worried? Didn’t they know Jesus has power 
over all things? He created the world and is in control of it. Even the 
wind obeys His commands.

The disciples were in awe of what Jesus had done. They said to each 
other, “Who can this be, that even the wind and the sea obey Him!” 
No man could calm a storm just by speaking to it. Jesus was more 
than a man; He is the Son of God and He rules over all.

Read the story aloud again, letting the groups move the papers to 
create the sound effects. Let the students swap colors to be in a dif-
ferent group, if you like.

Items Needed: TE 1-20
 Construction paper or cardstock
 Markers
 Tape
 Yarn or twine

Before class, cut pieces of construction paper in half or in a triangle 
shape to look like pennants. Cut about eight feet of yarn or twine. 
Depending on the number of students in your class, divide the verses 
into short phrases and assign one to each student to write on his or 
her piece of paper and decorate. If you have a large class, make sev-
eral banners to display. When finished, arrange the pieces in order 
face down and tape each piece to the yarn or twine. Hang the banner 
in the room or in the hallway to remind everyone of who Jesus is.



Display TE 1-20 and introduce the application verse for this unit to 
the students by having them read it together. What does this verse 
tell us about Jesus? Encourage response. Jesus created everything 
and rules over it. He has power over creation. How did He show His 
power in today’s Bible story? Encourage response. How can know-
ing that Jesus rules over the world help us? Encourage response. 
Jesus created the world and everything in it. He is powerful—how 
else could He make such an amazing world? Jesus rules over all 
creation. Let’s say the verse together a couple of times.

Items Needed: TE 1-1a
 TE 1-3
 Field Notes NT-1

Display TE 1-1a. Today we learned Jesus Rules. He is the ruler over 
the universe and is Lord over all. What does it mean to be Lord over 
something? Encourage response. A lord is someone who has power 
and authority. Today we learned five truths about Jesus. Display the 
pictures from TE 1-3. Jesus shows us what God is like, He created 
the world, He existed before anything, He is the head of the church, 
and He rules over sin and death. Jesus is Lord over all, including 
nature. The Bible gives us an example of how all of creation is under 
Jesus’ rule. He had the power and authority to command the wind 
and waves to calm down.

When we see all that Jesus is and has done, what should we do? 
Encourage response. How should we respond to the truth about 
Jesus? Encourage response.

Jesus deserves our worship. There is no one as wise, powerful, 
good, and loving as He is. Jesus is worthy of our love and service. 
He should have first place in our lives. Have the students refer to the 
Next Step section of their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to focus on 
a different characteristic of Jesus and praise Him for it each day this 
week. Close with a prayer of praise to Jesus.

Take Note:
Go to www.D6teacher.com to get additional resources for this unit.

12

Field Notes NT-1

TE 1-1a

TE 1-3

TE 1-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Jesus is the Son of God, our good teacher, a victor over sin and 
death, and our Creator. Jesus not only created the world, but 
He also rules over it. We are made new through Jesus, because 
He is the Giver of life.

We can never be right with God by only keeping His laws. 
God’s rules are meant to show us our sin, but they cannot save 
us from our sin. We need Jesus. We cannot rid ourselves of the 
sin that separates us from God. Jesus made the way for us to 
have an abundant life and a relationship with God.

Matthew 12 provides two different incidents when the Phari-
sees were trying to discredit Jesus and catch Him violating the 
Law. However, Jesus revealed His power and His unsurpassed 
knowledge of Scripture. By healing the man with the withered 
hand, Jesus demonstrated full restoration of life.

Fullness of life is available for us as well. Accepting Christ’s 
sacrifice through His death on the cross means we are no lon-
ger dead in our sin. We are alive in Christ.

New Testament
Lesson 2
September 8, 2019

Jesus Gives Life
TEXT: Colossians 2:6-23; Matthew 12:1-14

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know: We were dead in our sins; only Jesus gives us life.
 Think:  We can never be right with God by keeping His laws.
 Do:   Use God’s Word to remind you of the truths about placing 

your faith in Jesus.

APPLICATION VERSE: Colossians 1:16b-17

THEME: Alive in Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		TE 1-4

Option 2

q		Clothespins or rubber bands

q		Small prize

LEARN
q		TE 1-5

q		Field Notes NT-2

q		Pencils

EXPLORE
q		TE 1-6

q		TE 1-7

q		TE 1-8

q		TE 1-9

APPLY
q		TE 1-20

q		Trashcan

q		Beanbag

q		Treats for prizes

RESPOND
q		TE 1-1b

q		Field Notes NT-2

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Colossians 2:6-7

Day 2—Colossians 2:13-14

Day 3—Matthew 12:1-8

Day 4—Galatians 3:23-26

Day 5—1 Peter 2:21-24

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: TE 1-4

Before class, cut apart the silly, but actual, laws from TE 1-4. Place 
the strips face down and choose a student to act out a law for the 
others to guess. While these are some silly laws, they are, in fact, 
real laws. Are laws good or bad? Encourage response and encour-
age the students to explain their answers. Are God’s laws good or 
bad? Encourage response. God gave us the Ten Commandments 
and other commands in the Bible to obey. Today we will learn from 
the Bible about a group of people who said they were the way to be 
right with God. They were telling the Colossians they had to keep 
all of God’s laws so they could go to Heaven. There was a problem 
with this: no one can keep all of God’s laws all the time. Even if we 
try really hard to do what’s right, we still sin and break God’s rules. 
Jesus is the only perfect one who lived on earth who never broke 
God’s rules. He is the one who can give us spiritual life and take us 
to Heaven. Today we’ll talk more about how to have this spiritual 
life.

Option 2

Items Needed: Clothespins or rubber bands (one per student) 
 Small prize

Introduce the “I” game. Explain to the students they cannot say the 
words I or me anytime throughout the class time today. Give each 
student a clothespin or rubber band at the beginning of class. Explain 
that if a student hears another student saying I or me, the student 
who said the words must give his or her clothespin to the person 
who heard it. Only the first person that catches another saying those 
words can receive the clothespin. The student with the most clothes-
pins at the end of class will be the winner. Give the prize at the end 
of class.

How many times a day do you think you say I or me? It’s not wrong 
to use the words I or me, but we are all born with a desire to sin. 
What does that mean? It means it is easier to sin and do what is best 
for myself than do what is right. Ever since Adam and Eve sinned in 
the very beginning, we all are born with a desire to have our own 
way and not go God’s way. Have you ever said any of these state-
ments?

I want my way. I don’t want to listen or obey. I am better than you. 
I can make my own choices. I am sick of doing what’s right. When 
what I want becomes more important than what God wants, I am 
probably going to sin. How do we get rid of our sin? Encourage 
response. The Bible says we are dead in our sins (Colossians 2:13). 
Just as a dead person can’t make him or herself come back to life, 
we cannot get rid of our sins by ourselves. Today we’ll learn how 
Jesus gives us spiritual life.

Notes

TE 1-4
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Items Needed: TE 1-5
 Field Notes NT-2
 Pencils

Before class, cut apart the squares on TE 1-5. Turn the squares with 
the text on the back face up (the text is not showing, but the picture 
is). Mix up the other cards and place them so the picture is face 
down). Put the cards in two separate sections. Also, copy Field Notes 
NT-2 so each student will have one.

Paul wrote this letter to the Colossians to encourage the believers 
to continue their walk with Jesus. It is an ongoing process. Just like 
deep roots of a tree stabilize and ground the tree, our faith should be 
made firm through the studying of God’s Word. The Bible helps us 
grow our relationship with God. The result of a growing relationship 
is an overflowing of thankfulness.

Paul reminded the Colossians of the way to be right with God 
because some were teaching that they had to keep the law. Keeping 
their laws about what to eat or keeping their laws about celebrating 
certain holy days could not make them right with God. God’s rules 
were meant to show us our sin, not save us from our sin. Let’s play a 
matching game to review some important truths you need to know 
and remember to grow your spiritual life through Jesus.

Choose a picture from the first group and turn over a card from the 
second group. If the two cards match, remove them. If they do not, 
turn the card from the second group back over. Allow another stu-
dent to have a turn. Continue playing until all matches have been 
found. Distribute Field Notes NT-2 and pencils to the students. Have 
them fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside. Display the 
cards and read the different truths from them aloud and have the 
students fill in the blanks on their Field Notes.

These Bible truths remind us we all were dead in our sins and could 
not save ourselves. God sent Jesus and because of what He did on 
the cross, we can have all our sins forgiven. Keeping the laws could 
never make us right with God. We are right with God because of 
what Jesus did.

If time allows, let the students complete the word search on their 
Field Notes.

Items Needed: TE 1-6—TE 1-9

Jesus had chosen twelve disciples and traveled to different cities, 
teaching and helping people. Display TE 1-6. One day, Jesus and his 
disciples were traveling through a field on the Sabbath. Remember 
that the Sabbath was the day of worship for the Jewish people, and 
they were not supposed to work on that day. God wanted them to 

TE 1-5

Field Notes NT-2

The Bible is God’s Word.

TE 1-6
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have one day a week where they could rest and worship. The dis-
ciples were hungry, they picked from the field and ate.

Display TE 1-7. The Pharisees saw them and asked, “Why are 
you breaking the Sabbath laws?” God gave Moses the Ten 
Commandments, but the Jewish rabbis (teachers) added their own 
rules and traditions. These were eventually written down around 
200 BC and called the Mishnah. The Jews took one of God’s rules, 
“Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy” (Exodus 20:8) and 
added so many rules that they made the day something God never 
intended. Read some of the rules from TE 1-8.

Do you think it would be hard to keep these rules? Encourage 
response. These rules actually made it harder for people to know 
God. Jesus reminded the Pharisees that King David and his men 
went into the Temple when they were hungry and ate the bread 
that had been reserved only for the priests. Jesus told them, “I am 
Lord of the Sabbath.” Jesus reminded them the Sabbath was given 
to help man. The Jewish leaders had added so many extra rules to 
God’s laws that they missed the most important thing: knowing 
God. We can never be right with God by keeping a bunch of rules. 
God wants to have a relationship or friendship with us.

Display TE 1-9 and point to the different pictures. Then Jesus went 
into and taught in the synagogue and there was a man whose right 
hand was withered or paralyzed. Some Pharisees were watching 
to see if Jesus would heal him on the Sabbath. Their rules said 
that a sick person could not be treated on the Sabbath unless it 
was life threatening. They asked Jesus, “Is it lawful to heal a man 
on the Sabbath?” They wanted to have a reason to accuse him of 
breaking the Sabbath, a very serious offense to them. Jesus asked 
them, “Which one of you that has a sheep which falls into a pit on 
the Sabbath wouldn’t lift it out? Isn’t a man more important than 
a sheep?” Jesus then told them it was right to do good on the 
Sabbath. Jesus then told the man with the crippled hand, “Stretch 
out your hand.”

The man stretched out his hand and it was restored just like his 
other one. The Pharisees were very angry and talked among them-
selves to see how they could destroy Jesus. They were more con-
cerned about their laws than they were about the man with the 
crippled hand. Jesus cared about the man and healed him.

Items Needed: TE 1-20
 Trashcan
 Beanbag
 Treats for prizes (one/student)

Do you think the Pharisees may have thought they could know God 
or please Him by the many rules they kept? God gives us rules to 
protect and provide for us, not to make our lives harder. We can 
never hope to know God by keeping rules.

TE 1-7

TE 1-8

TE 1-9

Take Note:
If you choose Connect Option 2, remind 
the students to listen for the others to 
say the words I or me.
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Notes

Display TE 1-20 and review the application verse with the students 
by saying it together. Have the students line up behind a designated 
throwing point. Place the trashcan as far away from the students as 
possible. It should be very difficult for students to hit the trash can to 
illustrate that there is no way we can have spiritual life without Jesus. 
Position yourself by the trashcan with the Bible verse cards. If you 
can toss the beanbag into the trashcan I will give you a treat. Allow 
the first few students to try to toss the beanbag into the trashcan. No 
one hit the mark. Just as the trashcan was too far away for you to 
hit it, God’s holiness is too far away for us to ever reach it. We can’t 
keep all God’s laws or be good enough to be close to God.

Move the trashcan only about two or three feet away from the throw-
ing point (making it easy for students to hit it). Let all the students 
have a turn tossing the beanbag into the trashcan and receiving a 
prize. Just as I moved the trashcan closer so you could get the bean-
bag in, Jesus made the way for you to be close to God and go to 
Heaven. Who does our application verse say created us? Encourage 
response. Jesus gives us physical life. At the count of three, shout 
out the date of your birth, the day your physical life began. 1, 2, 
3. Allow time for response. Just as Jesus gives us physical life, He 
wants us to have spiritual life and be with Him in Heaven. That’s 
why He took our punishment so we could have spiritual life. Jesus 
did it all so that all could go to Heaven. We get to Heaven by believ-
ing in what Jesus already did for us. Say the verse together to end 
the activity.

Items Needed: TE 1-1b
 Field Notes NT-2

Keeping the laws was never the way for man to be close to God. 
That’s why Jesus came to the earth: so man could be born again 
and have a spiritual life. Only then could they have a relationship 
with God. Display TE 1-1b. Today we learned Jesus Gives Life. We 
are alive in Christ. When we have this new relationship with Jesus, 
we have a new way to live. Before we were going our own way, but 
now we are following Christ. How will we know which way to go? 
In every situation where we may not be sure what to do, the Bible 
can help guide us. There are many false ideas about what is right 
and wrong, but we can know the Bible will always lead us in the 
right way. The Bible instructs us in the right way to go. It teaches us 
what is true and corrects us when we are wrong. It prepares us to 
do every good work.

Invite students to sit quietly and think about what they have heard 
today. Are you trying to please God by keeping His rules? Encourage 
response. Do you think you can be good enough to get to Heaven? 
Encourage response. Do you know God? Encourage response. Do 
you thank God for giving you eternal life through Jesus and allowing 
you to have a relationship with Him? If you don’t have a relationship 
with God, I strongly encourage you to make the choice to let Him be 
the leader of your life. This is a great time to share the plan of salva-
tion. If you are unsure about what to say, see page 6 of this Teaching 
Guide. Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field 

TE 1-1b

TE 1-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster



Notes. Your Next Step is to use God’s Word to remind you of the 
truths about placing your faith in Jesus.

Encourage the students who have placed their faith in Jesus to grow 
their relationship with Him by talking to Him first thing in the morn-
ing, spending time in His Word, thanking Him for His love, and asking 
Him to show you ways you can serve Him in your life. If you chose 
Connect, Option 2, give the student with the most clothespins his or 
her prize.
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Field Notes NT-2

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home Connection 
is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way to practice faith at 
home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each 
member of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try 
it this week by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:
As Christians, we should live differently because we are new in Christ. 
When we place our trust in Him, we are changed. A life seeking to 
please and honor the Lord is a life becoming more like Jesus.

What does it mean to be new in Christ? We can have a new life with a 
new relationship with God when we accept and put our trust in what 
Jesus did through His death on the cross (1 John 1:9). The Bible of-
fers us instruction directly from God (2 Timothy 3:16). Learning and 
obeying God’s instruction strengthens us and empowers us to avoid 
sin.

God’s Word also shares Jesus’ life as the very best example. We must 
choose to follow His example and look to Scripture for help in mak-
ing the right choices and being the right example ourselves (Matthew 
16:24). Knowing the Bible is the first step in knowing God. As we 
learn more about Him, our love for Him grows (1 John 4:19).

Becoming new in Christ is often accompanied by difficulty and uncer-
tainty. We are not immune to discouragement. Those we read about 
in the Bible who have gone before us and modeled their faith in the 
midst of struggle encourage us to stand firm and remind us of the 
insurmountable strength we have in Christ (Philippians 4:13).

New Testament
Lesson 3
September 15, 2019

Jesus Changes Me
TEXT: Colossians 3:1-17

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  As Christians we think, act, and talk differently because of 

our new life in Christ.
 Think:  Jesus knows and wants what is best for us.
 Do:   Use God’s Word to learn more about Jesus and show the 

change He has made in your life.

APPLICATION VERSE: Colossians 1:16b-17

THEME: New in Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		½ cup water + extra

q		2 cups of cornstarch

q		Plastic spoon

q		2 freezer plastic bags

Option 2

q		Copy or scrap paper

q		Pens or pencils

LEARN
q		TE 1-10

q		Bible

EXPLORE
q		TE 1-11

q		Paper

q		Marker

APPLY
q		TE 1-20

q		Whiteboard and marker

q		Eraser

q		Small box

q		Tape of any kind

RESPOND
q		TE 1-1c

q		TE 1-12

q		Field Notes NT-3

q		Black permanent marker

q		Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Colossians 3:1-2

Day 2—Colossians 3:8-10

Day 3—Colossians 3:12-14

Day 4—Colossians 3:15-17

Day 5—Mark 2:15-17

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed:  ½ cup water
 2 cups of cornstarch
 Plastic spoon
 2 freezer plastic bags

Perform this science experiment in front of the students, allowing 
them to participate as much as possible in the process. This can 
be done in a large bowl, but the plastic bags (double lined) are less 
mess and do not change the effectiveness.

Step 1: Pour one cup of the cornstarch into one of the plastic bags. 
Continue adding the water little by little until you get a mixture that 
has the consistency of honey. You can stir the mixture with the spoon 
or double bag to seal it tightly and squeeze the water and cornstarch 
in the bag until mixed. Add more of the cornstarch if the mixture gets 
too runny and more water if it becomes too thick.

Step 2: After everything is mixed together, squeeze the bag to dem-
onstrate how the mixture changes. The cornstarch and water mixture 
creates a fluid that acts more like quicksand than water. Applying 
force by squeezing it causes it to change consistency.

Notice how the mixture changes. What do you think makes it 
change? Encourage response. Scientifically, when you squeeze the 
mixture, you force the starch molecules closer together. The impact 
traps the water between the starch chains to form a semi-rigid 
structure. When the pressure is released, the cornstarch flows again.

What are some ways you change? Encourage response. You have 
physical changes—you are probably taller now than you were a year 
ago. What you play with have probably changed over the years. 
Today we’re going to talk about changes we make on the inside. 
When we trust in Jesus, He changes us. What will we look like? Our 
Bible lesson will show us some of the ways Jesus changes and how 
He does it.

Option 2

Items Needed: Copy or scrap paper (one sheet per student)
 Pens or pencils

Distribute a piece of paper and a pen or pencil to each student. Sit the 
students around a table, if possible, to make it easier to draw on the 
sheet and pass the paper easily. Explain that when you say the word 
change, each person is to stop what he or she is doing and pass the 
paper to the person on his or her right.

Instruct the students to begin by drawing circles and squares. A 
few seconds after the students begin drawing, shout out the word 
change. Have the students pass their papers to the person on their 
right and draw with the hand they are not naturally inclined to use. 

Take Note:
Notice this is not about making artwork, 
which may be intimidating for some stu-
dents, therefore shapes or letters are recom-
mended.

Bring extra water and cornstarch to add in 
case it is needed to create the right consis-
tency.
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So, if you write with your right hand, change and write with your left 
hand. Quickly, before the students get too far ahead of that, yell out 
change and have them pass the papers again. Turn the paper upside 
down (or sideways), while continuing to draw. And finally, change 
the size of the shapes (big to little or little to big).

If time permits, have the students change seats and this time rather 
than shapes, have the students write their names repeatedly (or a 
phrase like “Jesus changes me”). Ideas for the changes each round: 
change which hand they write with, which way the paper is turned 
(upside down or sideways), capital letters to small letters, etc.

Did your paper look like you thought it would when you started? 
Encourage response. The changes made the picture different. 
Today’s focus is about how Jesus changes us. Do you ever think 
about the changes happening inside you? When we trust in Jesus, 
He makes changes in us. Sometimes it is hard to change, or maybe 
we are not sure what we need to change. That is why learning God’s 
Word helps us change. Today we are going to look at a man in the 
Bible who had an amazing encounter with Jesus that changed him 
completely.

Items Needed: TE 1-10
 Bible

Before class, cut apart the strips from TE 1-10. Place the words before 
and after in two columns for the students to place the remaining 
strips underneath.

In today’s Bible verses in Colossians 3:1-17, the missionary Paul gave 
specific instructions on how to live a changed life because of Jesus. 
He was writing to the Christians, so the number one change had 
already came when they accepted and trusted in Jesus, so Paul was 
talking about what comes next. It is like he is giving them a before 
and after picture—what they were like before they trusted in Jesus 
and what should be changed after they trusted in Jesus.

Explain to the students you are going to read some summaries of 
verses from Colossians 3. They will place the strip in the column 
to show if they think the actions described should indicate how a 
Christian was before or after he or she became a follower of Jesus. 
Emphasize that this is not a complete list. The answers for which 
heading the strip should be placed under is provided at the end of 
the sentence, but allow the students time to think and make that 
determination.

Verse 2: Think about things of Heaven. (AFTER)

Verse 5: Evil desires, greediness (BEFORE)

Verse 8: Anger/temper, rage, cruel behavior, insults, inappropriate 
language (BEFORE)

Verse 9: Lies (BEFORE)

Notes

TE 1-10
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Verse 10: Know and be like your Creator (AFTER)

Verse 12: Compassionate, kind, humble, gentle, and patient (AFTER)

Verse 13: Look past other’s faults, forgive others. (AFTER)

Verse 14: Love others. (AFTER)

Verse 15: Be a peacemaker and be thankful. (AFTER)

Verse 16: Sing psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs to God with 
thankful hearts. (AFTER)

Verse 17: Whatever you do or say, do it to honor the name of Jesus; 
give thanks. (AFTER)

We are not changed by following a “to do” list. How are we 
changed? Encourage response. The more we get to know Jesus, the 
more we are changed. As we learn about and follow this wonderful 
Jesus who gives us so much—including His own life for us, we will 
want to please Him. He will give us the power and help to grow to 
be more like Him. Yes, followers of Jesus still sin, but there is a big 
problem if there is no change in how we think or act or the words 
we say after we come to Jesus. When we sin, we repent—we are 
sorry to do things that hurt Jesus. Slowly, as we say yes to Him, we 
will notice we are more like Him.

Items Needed: TE 1-11
 Paper
 Marker

Before class, write the following phrases on separate pieces of paper: 
Give me, Follow me, and Change me. For an added challenge, have 
the students choose which one to display.

Matthew’s life was one example of the many lives changed by Jesus 
when He lived on earth. Listen as I read about when Matthew met 
Jesus. Display the different phrases written on the paper. As I read, 
I am going to pause at different points. I want you to choose which 
phrase should be displayed. Allowing the students to choose which 
phrase should be displayed not only keeps their interest, but also 
makes them think about which statement fits that portion of story. 
Read the text from TE 1-11.

Items Needed: TE 1-20
 Whiteboard and marker
 Eraser
 Small box
 Tape of any kind

Notes

TE 1-11

God offers salvation and 
forgiveness through faith in 
Jesus Christ.
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Notes How did Matthew change? Encourage response. Three years of lis-
tening to Jesus’ words and seeing His miracles changed Matthew. 
He went from being a tax collector to being an eyewitness of Jesus’ 
resurrection and power. He gave us a detailed account of Jesus’ 
life in the gospel according to Matthew, the first book of the New 
Testament.

Matthew knew Jesus was not just another man, but was the Son of 
God who created the world. He saw Jesus calm a storm and knew 
that Jesus was all-powerful. He not only created the world, but also 
was in charge of it. When things in this world seem to be falling 
apart, we can be certain that Jesus is still in control. He holds it all 
together.

Do a simple object lesson to illustrate this point. Distribute pieces 
of tape to each student to tape the box up completely (lots and lots 
of tape). Make sure it is held together so tightly that if a volunteer 
tosses across the room, it will stay together. You (or a volunteer) can 
test it to be sure there is enough tape (you may or may not need to 
add more tape after the first toss). We should be very glad that this 
tape holds our box together. Toss the box in the air and catch it. 
Display TE 1-20 and review the application verse with the students by 
saying it together. Jesus existed before anything else and He holds 
all of creation together. If Jesus can keep the whole world going, we 
can certainly trust Him to be in charge of our lives. We can follow 
Jesus knowing He knows what is best for us and will change us to 
be more like Him.

Items Needed: TE 1-1c
 TE 1-12
 Field Notes NT-3
 Black permanent marker
 Pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes NT-3 so each student will have one. 
Distribute Field Notes NT-3 and pencils to the students. Have them 
fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside. Instruct the students 
to fill in the blanks on the left side of the Field Notes.

Display TE 1-1c. Jesus Changes Me. Today we learned about the dif-
ferent changes Jesus makes in us. How are we changed? Encourage 
response. God gives us the Holy Spirit to correct and guide us in 
the right way to live. Troubles and circumstances can change us. 
But probably the main way Jesus changes us is through the Bible. 
Display TE 1-12. A Bible verse is given as reference to emphasize 
each truth. Notice each one ends with a question that initiates a 
response. The Bible brings new life. We know that faith comes 
by hearing God’s plan of salvation through Jesus Christ (Romans 
10:17). We can have a new life with a new relationship with God 
when we accept and put our trust in what Jesus did through His 
death on the cross. Do you know God’s salvation plan given in the 
Bible? For example, do any of you know what verse in the Bible tells 
us how to have forgiveness of our sins (Romans 10:9; 1 John 1:9)? 
Encourage response.

TE 1-12

Field Notes NT-3

TE 1-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster



The Bible instructs us. Today we learned from Colossians 3 ways to 
think, act, or talk to please God. When we follow God’s words, it will 
help keep us away from sin (2 Timothy 3:16). But you’ve got to know 
what the Bible says to follow it. Do you read God’s Word regularly 
through the week? Encourage response.

The Bible teaches us how to be the best example. When Jesus lived 
on this earth, He set the very best example for us of how to think, 
talk, and act. But we each have a choice to follow His example or 
not (Matthew 16:24). The Bible gives us instructions to follow and as 
we obey, change comes in each of our lives. The Bible will help you 
make the right choices to be the right example. It may not be easy, 
but what kind of example are you to others? Encourage response.

The Bible tells us of God’s love for us. Some people may think the 
Bible is a list of dos and don’ts, but it is much more than that. God 
wrote the Bible to each of you to show and tell how much He loves 
you and wants to have a relationship with you. Knowing the Bible is 
the first step in knowing God. As we read it, we can grow to know 
and love Him. The Bible is filled with words of love to us, and helps 
us know how to show love to Him and others (1 John 4:19). When 
was the last time you told God you loved Him? Encourage response.

The Bible encourages us. Even when you know what is right, some-
times you feel discouraged and want to quit trying. But God’s Word 
reminds us He is with us and gives us strength to follow His way 
(Philippians 4:13). When we read and hear of the great people in the 
Bible who believed in God even through lots of problems, it encour-
ages us to believe and strengthens our faith. When we see the 
rewards of Heaven, we are encouraged to continue to make choices 
that please God. What verses encourage you? Encourage response. 
Find some verses you can use when you need encouragement to 
keep going God’s way.

Have the students turn to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. 
Your Next Step for this week is to use God’s Word to learn more 
about Jesus and show the change He has made in your life. If time 
allows, let the students complete the crossword puzzle. End class 
with prayer that you and your students would use God’s Word to 
help you grow closer to Jesus.
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Notes

Field Notes NT-3

Splink is a simple way to link your family together spiritually. Through 
FREE weekly emails packed with ideas, Splink helps you and your fam-
ily engage in conversation. Whether it’s making memories or having fun 
together, Splink allows you to capture those teachable moments to im-
press spiritual truths and life lessons on your kids. No matter where you 
are, there’s always time to Splink!

Sign up for Splink at D6family.com/Splink.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:
Using the parable of the talents in Matthew 25, today’s lesson answers the 
question What is required to be a “good and faithful servant?” The answer 
lies in Paul’s letter to the people of Colossae and serves as a reminder that we 
will give an account to God for our thoughts, words, and actions.

Obedience is a great starting point and is pleasing to the Lord (Colossians 
3:20).

Paul’s reminder to the Colossians to work with all their heart for the Lord is 
a reminder for us too (Colossians 3:23). However, working for the approval 
of man is a much more popular view in today’s culture. Emphasize to the 
children that working with a right attitude is the goal the Lord sets before us.

We must also be prayerful and thankful (Colossians 4:2). The busyness and 
struggles of life can distract us from this so quickly. Thankfully, we can pray 
in the power of the Holy Spirit, our Helper (Jude 1:20). Using our time wisely 
is necessary for our service and submission in Christ (Colossians 4:5). Paul’s 
reminder is so very relevant as we live in a world that offers innumerable 
activities competing for our time and energy.

As believers, we are rewarded for our submission in Christ. Knowing Him 
influences our behavior. When we continue to learn about Jesus, our love 
for Him and our desire to submit to Him grows. Trusting Him to guide us and 
take care of us is a direct result of our faithful obedience.

New Testament
Lesson 4
September 22, 2019

Jesus Rewards
TEXT: Colossians 3:18—4:5; Matthew 25:14-30

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  A good and faithful servant is obedient to Jesus, has the 

right attitude, is thankful for His blessings, and is wise 
with his or her time.

 Think:  Jesus rewards His followers now and in eternity.
 Do:   Be a good and faithful servant of Jesus through your 

words and actions.

APPLICATION VERSE: Colossians 1:16b-17

THEME: Submission in Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		TE 1-13

q		Two bags

Option 2

q		Small foam ball or Nerf foot-
ball

q		Trashcan or Hula Hoop

LEARN
q		15 brown paper lunch bags

q		Markers

EXPLORE
q		TE 1-14

q		Field Notes NT-4

q		Bibles

q		Pencils

APPLY
q		TE 1-1d

q		TE 1-15

q		TE 1-20

RESPOND
q		TE 1-14

q		Field Notes NT-4

q		Bible

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Colossians 3:23-24

Day 2—Matthew 25:14-29

Day 3—Titus 2:7-8

Day 4—Ephesians 5:15-17

Day 5—Galatians 1:10

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: TE 1-13
 Two bags

Cut apart the pieces from TE 1-13. Place the emoticons in one bag 
and the actions in the other. Allow students to choose a card from 
both bags to determine which emoticon and action they will act out.

Attitudes are a big deal at home, school, church, and with friends. 
For example, an attitude can make the difference between having a 
good or bad day. We all have them. But, one of the things follow-
ers of Jesus should have is a right attitude no matter what we are 
doing. It doesn’t matter if it is doing a chore we don’t really like or 
helping someone we know won’t appreciate it. Colossians 3:23 says 
our attitude should be to work willingly at whatever we do, just 
as if we are doing it as if Jesus was standing there in that person’s 
place. Let’s see what the Bible says about that in our final lesson in 
the book of Colossians.

Option 2

Items Needed: Small foam ball or Nerf football
 Trashcan or Hula Hoop

With whatever equipment you have, set up a target for the students 
to take turns throwing the ball into or through. A small Nerf football 
with the (clean) trashcan from your classroom can easily work, as 
well as a Nerf football and Hula Hoop. After a round where all the stu-
dents or at least the volunteers have had a chance to score, remove 
the target to lead into the discussion. How can you score points if 
there is no goal or target? Encourage response. Today, we are going 
to continue to learn from the book of Colossians about some goals 
for every Christian. It is said that if you aim at nothing, that’s exactly 
what you will get—nothing. But the great thing about these goals 
is that although we must put effort into it, we are not on our own. 
God has given every Christian the Holy Spirit to guide and help him 
or her reach these goals. When we reach those goals, just like that 
feeling of getting a homerun, basketball points, or another level on 
a video game, we are rewarded. Today’s lesson will help us under-
stand how we are rewarded.

Items Needed: 15 brown paper lunch bags
 Markers

Before class, have the early arrivers draw dollar signs all over the 15 
brown lunch bags and set the bags aside or you can introduce the 
story by having the students draw on the bags as props for Jesus’ 
parable. To learn what Jesus said about rewards, today’s Bible lesson 
will be His parable of the three men given different talents (Matthew 

Notes

TE 1-13
Emoticons: sad, angry, happy, loved, disap-
pointed, and afraid

Actions:
Subject in school that causes this
TV or movie character that shows this
What person does this remind you of?
Name the opposite of this
A place that causes this
A chore that causes this
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25:14-30). To begin, divide the students into three groups to repre-
sent each of the three servants.

As we read the books of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, we see 
how Jesus loved to teach using parables, which are simply stories 
that everyone related to but always included a spiritual meaning. It 
made the people think about the real reason for the story or what 
they should learn from this.

In Matthew 25, Jesus began with the first character in the parable, a 
master or a boss, who was going on a long trip. Before he left, this 
master called three of his servants together and gave them some of 
his money to take care of while he was gone. He gave five bags of 
money to the first servant. Give the first group five bags. He gave 
two bags of money to the second servant. Give the second group 
two bags. But he only gave one bag of money to the third servant. 
Give the third group one bag. The servants were given their amount 
to match their abilities. With this being done, the master left on his 
journey.

What happened next? The servant with the five bags started to 
invest the money and he earned five more bags. Give five more bags 
to the first group. The servant with the two bags of money got busy 
and he earned two more. Give two more bags to the second group. 
But the servant with only one bag dug a hole in the ground and hid 
his master’s money. Have the students hide the bag under a chair or 
other location in the room.

After a long time, the master returned from his trip and he called 
the three servants together to give an account of what they had 
done with his money. The first servant said, “You gave me five bags 
of money to invest and I have earned you five more.” Ask the first 
group to tell how many bags in total they had for the master: 10. The 
master congratulated him on a great job! “Well done good and faith-
ful servant.” He rewarded him by giving him more responsibilities 
and they celebrated together! Clap for the first group.

The second servant came forward and said, “I have earned you two 
more.” Ask the second group to tell how many bags in total this 
servant had for the master: 4. Just like before, he congratulated the 
servant and said, “Well done my good and faithful servant.” That 
servant was rewarded and they celebrated together! Clap for the 
second group.

The third servant with the one bag went and got it out of the 
ground. He told his master how he knew what a harsh man he was 
and was afraid that he would lose the money so he hid it and now 
he was returning it to him. Ask the third group to get the one bag 
and tell the others how many he gave to the master: 1. The master 
did not congratulate him, but scolded him for his laziness and wick-
edness. Perhaps that wasn’t the reaction he expected. The master 
demanded that the money be taken from this servant and given to 
the one with the ten bags of money. Take the one bag and give it 
to the first group with the ten bags. The master insisted that those 
who used what they were given well would be given even more. But 
to those who did nothing, even what little they have will be taken 
away.

Notes

Take Note:
Rather than get into the discussion of what 
a talent is and how much it is worth, etc., 
the word money is substituted. Using word 
talent may be confusing to your students 
because they think of talent as the ability to 
sing or play the piano well.
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Notice that the master did not measure their success by the amount 
of money but by the amount of effort they put into it. They each had 
to give an account for what they did, which is one of the reasons for 
Jesus’ parable—we will give an account to God for our thoughts, 
actions, and words. Collect the bags before continuing with the les-
son.

Items Needed: TE 1-14
 Field Notes NT-4
 Bibles
 Pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes NT-4 so each student will have one. 
Keep the same groups together as they will answer the questions 
regarding four characteristics of a good and faithful servant of Jesus 
Christ. Some answers are provided in parenthesis as a guide for you, 
but after each characteristic, the students should be able to present 
their own group’s response. Have the students find Colossians 3 
and 4 in their Bibles. Distribute Field Notes NT-4 and pencils to the 
students. Have them fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside. 
Allow the students to fill in the blanks on the left side of their Field 
Notes as you discuss the different characteristics of a good and faith-
ful servant of Jesus.

In Jesus’ parable, the “good and faithful” servants were rewarded 
as they submitted to their master. But what makes a “good and 
faithful servant?” Let’s focus on four verses in Colossians to know 
what we should target for.

Read or choose a student to read Colossians 3:20 aloud. What does 
this verse tell us about the characteristic of a good and faithful ser-
vant of Jesus Christ? Encourage response. Add the arrow with the 
word obedient to TE 1-14. In Jesus’ parable, how did your servant 
show he was obedient? Allow each group to respond. The third 
group should answer that their servant was not obedient.

Read or choose a student to read Colossians 3:23 aloud. What does 
this verse tell us is another quality of a good and faithful servant of 
Jesus Christ? Encourage response. Work with all your heart, which 
focuses on the right attitude. Add the arrow with the words right 
attitude to TE 1-14. How did your servant have the right or wrong 
attitude? Allow each group to respond

Read or choose a student to read Colossians 4:2 aloud. Tell me 
another quality of a good and faithful servant. Encourage response. 
The servant not only prays, but also has a thankful heart. Add the 
word thankful to TE 1-14. Talking to God with a thankful heart cre-
ates within us gratitude to know that no matter how God answers 
our prayer, we will be thankful because He knows best. How did 
your servant show thankfulness to his master? Encourage response.

Read or have a student volunteer read Colossians 4:5 aloud. What 
quality did Paul mention in this verse? Encourage response. Add the 
word wise to TE 1-14. A good and faithful servant of Jesus is wise 

Notes

TE 1-14

Field Notes NT-4

Just as the servants in the par-
able had to give an account 
to their master, we will all 
stand before Jesus Christ, the 
Sovereign Lord of all.
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Notes with his or her time. They make the most of every opportunity and 
use their time wisely. How did the two servants who made more 
money make use of their time? Encourage response. What did the 
last servant do with his time? Encourage response.

Items Needed: TE 1-1d
 TE 1-15
 TE 1-20

Display TE 1-1d. Today we learned Jesus Rewards. What do you 
think of when you hear those words? Encourage response. Many 
people immediately think of Heaven. Point to the picture of Heaven 
on TE 1-1d. That will be more than wonderful, but there are rewards 
today for being a good and faithful servant of Jesus Christ. We 
learned from Colossians the commands to being obedient, having 
the right attitude, showing thankfulness, and being wise with our 
time. Each were goals we targeted to reach and only can do so with 
the Holy Spirit’s help. So, let’s look at some specific examples and 
the rewards that come with each one.

Read the different scenarios from TE 1-15 and discuss different 
rewards that can result in each one. Suggestions are included to help 
spur discussion.

Display TE 1-20 and review the verse with the students by reading 
it together. What does this verse tell us about Jesus? Encourage 
response. Everything was created through Him and for Him and 
He has always existed and He holds all creation together. What we 
believe about Jesus will influence what we do. If we believe He is 
all-powerful and in charge, we will want to honor and obey Him. If 
we believe He is good and promised to reward us for the good we 
do, we will do good works (Ephesians 6:8). It is our privilege to serve 
this great and wonderful Jesus!

Before class, write out the verses on each sheet of construction 
paper and cut it apart into however many pieces of your preference. 
Place the pieces in a clear sandwich bag (or envelope) to keep them 
together. At the designated time, give each of the three groups one 
of the bags or envelopes and have them pour out the pieces of paper 
and put them in the correct order. (Be sure each group’s words are 
mixed up in the bag or envelope so that it is fair to each group.)

Items Needed: TE 1-14
 Field Notes NT-4
 Bible

Today we learned four different characteristics of a good and faith-
ful servant of Jesus. Refer to TE 1-14 and Field Notes NT-4 to review 
them. We are to be an obedient servant of Jesus. We are to have the 

TE 1-1d

TE 1-15

TE 1-14

TE 1-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster



right attitude when serving Him. We are to be thankful for His many 
blessings in our lives. We are to be wise with our time on earth.

Think about the three different workers. Which one do you most 
identify with? If it’s not one of the first two, then you need to take 
time to re-evaluate your relationship with Jesus. What do your 
actions tell those around you at home, at school, and anywhere 
else you are? Read or choose a student to read Colossians 4:5 aloud. 
What does this verse tell us we are to do? Encourage response. The 
things we say and do should bring honor to Jesus. What can you 
do to change your outlook? Have the students refer to the Next Step 
section on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to be a good and faith-
ful servant of Jesus through your words and actions.

30

Field Notes NT-4

Are you on Facebook? Join the D6 Curriculum Teachers group, a place of 
community for you to share stories, ask questions, get advice, and engage in 
conversations with other D6 curriculum teachers.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

The book of Philemon highlights forgiveness and reconciliation 
through the life of Onesimus. Paul challenges Philemon to accept 
Onesimus and demonstrates his commitment to see the relation-
ship between these two partners in the gospel fully restored. Paul 
reminds Philemon of his own salvation and urges him to look be-
yond Onesimus’ offenses in order to embrace reconciliation.

Reconciliation comes from Christ, the One who pardons each of 
us. Through Christ’s sacrifice and forgiveness, we must choose to 
obey God and forgive others (Matthew 6:14-15). We must keep the 
forgiveness we receive from Christ at the forefront of our minds 
(Romans 5:8). We must refuse to keep score, request God’s help, 
and resolve to move on quickly (Matthew 18:21-22, Romans 12:19, 
Ephesians 4:26b).

We must follow the example of Jesus to learn how to practice 
forgiveness in our own lives and relationships. Because Jesus for-
gives us, we can extend forgiveness to others. Realizing the great-
ness of God’s forgiveness reminds us that forgiving others isn’t so 
daunting, especially in light of Jesus’ death on the cross.

New Testament
Lesson 5
September 29, 2019

Jesus Forgives
TEXT: Philemon 1:1-22; John 21:1-19

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  The Bible gives us examples of others, including Jesus, 

demonstrating forgiveness.
 Think:  Because Jesus forgives us we can forgive others.
 Do:  Use the five biblical truths to help you forgive.

APPLICATION VERSE: Colossians 1:16b-17

THEME: Reconciled Through Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		Funnel

q		Play-Doh, rocks, or other large 
items

q		Salt or other small solid item

q		Clear bottle or container

Option 2

q		Unopened 20-ounce plastic 
bottle of soda

LEARN
q		TE 1-16

q		Man or older male teenager

q		Simple costume

EXPLORE
q		TE 1-17

q		TE 1-18

APPLY
q		TE 1-20

RESPOND
q		TE 1-1e

q		TE 1-19

q		Field Notes NT-5

q		Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—John 18:15-18, 25-27

Day 2—John 21:15-17

Day 3—Romans 5:7-8

Day 4—Matthew 18:21-22

Day 5—Matthew 18:23-35

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Funnel
  Play-Doh, rocks, or other large items that would 

block the funnel opening
  Salt or other small solid item that would flow easily 

in funnel
 Clear bottle or container

Today we are going to learn about what Jesus teaches us about 
forgiveness. Jesus not only forgives us, but He also commands us 
to forgive others. Most Christians know that, so why don’t we do 
it? Display the various items. Hold up the funnel and explain how it 
represents Christians. Jesus’ forgiveness (display the salt or selected 
item) is supposed to easily flow through us. Demonstrate this by 
pouring some through the funnel. Others should see how we forgive 
them even if they talk behind our back, treat us wrong, lie to us, or 
say hurtful words. If time permits, ask the class if they can list some 
ways as you are pouring the item.

But sometimes, even as Christians, forgiving others is hard to do. 
Put the rock or Play-Doh in the funnel. People do and say things that 
hurt us. Put another rock or more Play-Doh in the funnel. We feel like 
the other person is getting away with what he or she did. And some-
times we feel the other person doesn’t deserve our forgiveness. Put 
another rock or more Play-Doh to block the funnel.

All these things can keep us from forgiving others. Now, demon-
strate what happens when you try to pour the salt through the fun-
nel. So what should we do? Begin to remove the rocks or Play-Doh. 
On purpose, we have to piece by piece get rid of any unforgiving 
attitudes. Why? Because God said to forgive others and we want to 
obey Him. When we realize how much God forgives us, we may be 
able to forgive others. Listen to hear how that worked for a man in 
the Bible named Philemon.

Option 2

Items Needed: Unopened 20-ounce plastic bottle of soda

Arrange the students into a circle so the bottle can easily be tossed. 
This soda bottle is going to help me illustrate what happens when 
we choose not to forgive others. Each time the bottle is tossed, I 
want you to tell me a reason you might not want to forgive some-
one. For example, “If I forgive him, it’s like he is getting away with 
what he did to me.” Announce whom you are going to throw it to 
and then toss the bottle. 

What would happen if we opened up bottle now? Encourage 
response. You can even pretend you are going to open it to get the 
students’ attention. This soda bottle is like a person who chooses not 
to forgive because hatred, bitterness, unforgiving attitudes, fighting, 
and ugly words will eventually spew out. What we feel or keep on 

Notes

Take Note:
To keep it controlled, it is best if you announce 
and throw the bottle to a student and then 
have the student throw it back to you each 
time, rather than another student tossing it 
to another student.

Generally, most kids have plenty of reasons 
not to forgive, but if they are having trouble 
thinking of some, fill in with some reasons 
but keep tossing the bottle each time.
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the inside will eventually come out. And it won’t be good either. 
Today we are going to learn what the Bible says about forgiveness.

Items Needed: TE 1-16
 Man or older male teenager
 Simple costume (optional)

Before class copy TE 1-16. Ask a man or older male teenager to come 
to class and act out the monologue to the students. Give him the 
copy of TE 1-16 to study ahead of time. To make it easier for him, 
allow him to read much of it from the letter. Also, a simple costume 
can add to the effectiveness, even if it is just a robe and headpiece.

If you are unable to find an actor, adapt the monologue and read it 
as a letter to your class from Philemon.

Introduce the person portraying the part of Philemon from the New 
Testament and his special letter from Paul that will prove to be 
another biblical example of forgiveness.

My name is Philemon. I have been asked to tell you about a letter I 
received from my dear friend, Paul. I met him when he was travel-
ing from city to city, telling people about Jesus. His love for Jesus 
and his preaching were so powerful that as I listened, I believed the 
truth of the gospel. Since I accepted and trusted in Jesus, my life has 
changed. I will always be grateful to Paul for showing me God’s way. 
I can’t do enough for God. Did I mention that we even have a church 
meeting in our house now? Paul and I served the Lord together and 
there is a special bond between us. He is like a brother to me.

Well, back to the letter. It started out, (look down at the letter and 
read) “Grace to you and peace from God and the Lord Jesus Christ.” 
God has certainly given me grace. I do not deserve all the good 
things He has done in my life. There is no way I can thank God for 
His peace—it’s indescribable.

Then Paul goes on, “I thank God for you. I mention you in my 
prayers because I have heard of your love and faith toward God and 
other believers. It brings me great joy and comfort to see how you 
are helping others.” Me? Bringing Paul joy? I am the one who has 
received joy.

Then the letter gets a little more serious. (Make a very serious face.) 
“I have confidence to know that if I ordered you to do something, 
you would do it. But I am asking this as a favor, from one who is 
older and is a prisoner of Jesus Christ.” What favor could Paul want 
from me? Well, I soon found out.

Paul wrote, (again, looking down at the letter and reading) “I’m 
asking you to help Onesimus, who is like a son to me. While I was 
imprisoned here in Rome, I told him how to be saved from his sin, 
and he gladly repented and became a follower of Jesus Christ. I 
know that in the past, Onesimus wronged you when he stole from 
you and then ran away. I would have rather kept him with me since 

Notes

TE 1-16

Take Note:
If you are a new teacher, these simple cos-
tumes are good to keep and collect for future 
use. If you do not have these things, ask 
around in your church. For example, some-
one who sews in your church may have extra 
fabric, and might be willing to donate it to 
use for the headpiece or as a shawl.
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he has helped me so much while I have been in prison. But, I am 
sending him back to you because I did not want to do anything with-
out your permission. I want you to do this of your own free will, not 
just because you feel you have to.”

Wow! Was I surprised to hear that Onesimus had become a fol-
lower of Jesus! But, wait a minute . . . he had wronged me and 
should have to pay for what he had done. (Long pause) Then, I was 
reminded of how I was once a slave to sin and Jesus set me free. I 
didn’t deserve the kindness God showed me. How could I refuse to 
forgive Onesimus? How could I refuse to be show kindness to him?

Paul went a step further in this letter. He wrote, “Perhaps he was 
away from you for a while so you could have him back, not as a ser-
vant, but as a brother in Christ.” Then Paul did something I did not 
expect. He said, “Receive Onesimus as you would receive me. Charge 
to my account the amount he has wronged you; I will repay it.”

Paul reminded me I owed him my life and he had confidence I would 
do the right thing. Hmmm. Talk about a test; maybe there would 
have been a time before I met Jesus that I would have wanted 
revenge against Onesimus, but now I am ready to receive him as a 
brother and to forgive. I guess I better go write Paul a letter back to 
let him know!

Have the students thank “Philemon” before he exits the classroom.

Items Needed: TE 1-17—TE 1-18

Throughout this month we have studied the book of Colossians and 
today in the book of Philemon and learned what God’s Word says 
we are to live and what Jesus taught, gave, or how He lived. Today 
we are going to study how Jesus forgave one of His dearest friends 
and how we are to follow His example in our own lives.

According to Mark 1, Simon Peter’s job was a fisherman until he met 
Jesus. One day at the Sea of Galilee, Jesus called out to him and 
his brother, “Come follow me” and that is exactly what Peter did. 
For almost three and a half years, Peter was one of Jesus’ twelve 
disciples who followed Him wherever He went, listened to every 
lesson, and saw every miracle. He believed Jesus was the promised 
One, the Messiah, and God’s Son, and Peter loved Him. It’s hard to 
even imagine what Peter was thinking when they arrested Jesus 
and began the horrible beatings, trials, and lies about Jesus.

Display TE 1-17 and point to the different pictures. Allow each stu-
dent to choose a character from one of the pictures (part of the 
crowd, Peter, girl, rooster, soldiers, crowd, etc.). Have the students 
“freeze” in the position of the character he or she chose as you 
describe what is happening in the pictures.

Scene 1: What, they arrested Jesus? Peter was there and saw it 
happen. Peter watched Jesus’ trial from a distance. Three different 
times, when Peter was asked if he was one of Jesus’ disciples, Peter 
denied Jesus. Jesus had warned Peter this would happen, but Peter 
never thought he would do such a terrible thing.

Notes

TE 1-17

God offers salvation and 
forgiveness through faith in 
Jesus Christ.
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Display TE 1-18 and have the students “freeze” in the positions of 
one of the characters.

Scene 2: Fast forward to after Jesus’ death and His powerful resur-
rection. He had appeared to His followers, which of course included 
Peter. They were beside the Sea of Galilee. In this scene, Simon 
Peter had returned to fishing and he and the others had caught 
nothing. Jesus yelled from the seashore for them to throw the net 
on the other side of the boat. So they did and they couldn’t even 
bring in the net because they had caught so many fish. Seeing this 
miracle and realizing it was Jesus, Peter jumped in the water and 
headed toward Him. After the meal Jesus prepared for them, Jesus 
asked Peter, “Do you love me?” In fact, Jesus asked Peter three 
times that day if he loved Him. And each time, Peter confirmed his 
love for Jesus. In these Bible verses, we learn from Jesus the best 
example of forgiveness. He could have been hurt because Peter had 
denied Him when He needed a friend the most. He could have given 
up that Peter would ever change. He could have held a grudge for 
what Peter did, but we only see the forgiveness and love of Jesus.

Items Needed: TE 1-20

Today, we have learned the importance of forgiveness in a believer’s 
life through the examples of Philemon’s forgiveness of Onesimus 
and Jesus’ forgiveness of Peter. Why is it important to show for-
giveness? Encourage response. Is forgiveness easy? Encourage 
response. No, but we can trust in Jesus to help us.

Display TE 1-20 and review the verse with the students by saying it 
together. Have the students say the verse backward, beginning with 
the reference. No matter if we say the verse forward or backward, it 
does not change the truths in them. Everything was created through 
God and for Him. He has always existed, and He holds all creation 
together, so I can trust Him. Even when He tells me to forgive and it 
seems so hard, I can know His instructions are best. Because of His 
great forgiveness toward me, I can forgive others.

Divide the students into groups. Assign each group a section of 
the application verse to say. Have the first group say the first set of 
words of the verse, the second group say the next set of words, and 
so forth until the entire verse, including the reference, has been said. 
Change the set of words the different groups will say, and repeat the 
activity. End the activity with the class saying the application verse 
together.

Items Needed: TE 1-1e
 TE 1-19a-e
 Field Notes NT-5
 Pencils

TE 1-18

Take Note:
Consider taking a picture of the students 
in the two scenes to print out and use as 
postcards to send to missing classmates or 
to display in the classroom or church of the 
activities in your classroom. Or compare TE 
1-17 and TE 1-18 to their own scenes.

TE 1-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster



Before class, cut apart the strips from TE 1-19. Also, copy Field 
Notes NT-5 so each student will have one. Display TE 1-1e. Today we 
learned Jesus Forgives. We can learn from His example to forgive 
others. These five pictures will help us learn and remember five 
biblical responses on forgiveness. Distribute Field Notes NT-5 and 
pencils to the students. Have them fold along the solid line, and turn 
to the inside. Allow the students to fill in the blanks and draw the 
picture from the strips in the area provided.

Display TE 1-19a. We are to choose to obey God and forgive. Just as 
there are two paths in this picture, there is only one right way to get 
to where you want to go. God commands us to forgive and we must 
choose the right way and obey Him. As followers of Jesus, you and 
I choose to forgive whether we feel like it or not. It’s a decision, not 
a feeling (Matthew 6:14-15).

Display TE 1-19b. We are to remember how much Jesus forgives us. 
When you think of Jesus’ death on the cross and the great sacrifice 
He gave, it will help you forgive others. Even when you were against 
Him, He still loved you and willingly gave His life so you could have 
forgiveness (Romans 5:8).

Display TE 1-19c. We are to refuse to keep score. A scoreboard at a 
sporting event is very important as it officially records the points. In 
forgiveness, if you keep a score of the times someone has wronged 
you, it will soon be impossible to forgive. You are too busy keeping 
score to forgive. When Jesus was asked how many times we are to 
forgive someone, He gave a math problem: seventy times seven. In 
other words, we are to do whatever it takes, however many times, 
to forgive him or her (Matthew 18:21-22).

Display TE 1-19d. We are to ask for God’s help. For followers of 
Jesus, we are not on our own when it comes to forgiveness. Say a 
prayer out loud to interrupt the wrong thoughts of an unforgiving 
attitude. As you pray, ask for God’s help, and pray for the person 
who wronged you. God promised He will work it out in His way and 
in His timing. It is not our job; that’s God’s job. He said “I will pay 
them back; I will make things right” (Romans 12:19).

Display TE 1-19e. We are to move on quickly. If you choose not to 
forgive a person, it is like you are the one drinking a bottle of poison 
but expecting the other person to get sick. The other person is fine. 
You are the one in danger because of your lack of forgiveness. The 
longer you hold onto that, the harder it will be to forgive, because 
hate, bitterness, and anger are all like poison and will hurt you and 
others around you (Ephesians 4:26b).

Review the statements by having the students say them with you 
several times. Then fold TE 1-19 on the solid line so only the pictures 
are showing. Mix up the strips and see if the students can look at the 
picture and give the statement associated with that picture. Repeat 
this until the students are familiar with them.

Have the students refer to the Next Step on their Field Notes. Your 
Next Step is to use the five biblical truths to help you forgive. Close 
in prayer thanking Jesus for what He did on the cross that made a 
way for all people to have forgiveness and asking Him to help you 
and your students remember to forgive others.
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TE 1-1e

Field Notes NT-5

Take Note:
When D6 curriculum covers a biblical truth, 
we provide the biblical proof to that truth. 
You will notice a Scripture reference is pro-
vided after each truth for your perusal. These 
are also included in the Field Notes in case 
there is not enough time for the students to 
complete them in class.

TE 1-19

Field Notes NT-5
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

This month, our lessons take us on a journey through the book 
of Jonah. Through Jonah’s rebellion, we see God demonstrate 
His relentless pursuit of His children. God’s efforts are both 
great and unrelenting when it comes to showing grace to the 
disobedient.

Consumed with his own desires and idea of the right thing 
to do, Jonah ignored a very specific direction from the Lord. 
Jonah created a difficult situation through his disobedience. 
Jonah ran from God, but he soon realized that in spite of his 
rebellious attitude, God continued to lovingly pursue him.

Anytime we disobey God, we’re heading in the opposite direc-
tion of His will. We must choose obedience over rebellion and 
His way over our own. There is no place we can flee from God’s 
presence (Psalm 139:7). God loves us immeasurably and will 
never stop pursuing us in order to get us back on track.

Old Testament
Lesson 1
October 6, 2019

Jonah Tries to 
Hide From God
TEXT: Jonah 1:1-17

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
 Know:  Jonah disobeyed God. God pursued him using a storm 

and a large fish.
 Think:   God is the one, true God who shows love, mercy, and 

compassion.
 Do:  Choose to be obedient to God.

APPLICATION VERSE: Psalm 130:1-4

THEME: God Pursues the Disobedient

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		A box of cake mix or some 
other dessert

LEARN
q		TE 2-2

q		TE 2-3

q		TE 2-4

q		TE 2-5

q		TE 2-6

q		TE 2-7

q		Field Notes OT-1

q		Pencils

EXPLORE
q		Bible

APPLY
q		TE 2-19

q		TE 2-20

RESPOND
q		TE 2-1a

q		Field Notes OT-1

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Jonah 1:1-3

Day 2—Jonah 1:4-10

Day 3—Jonah 1:11-17

Day 4—Psalm 139:7-10

Day 5—Deuteronomy 8:5-6

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: A box of cake mix or some other dessert

Display the box of cake mix so the students can see it and read the 
instructions.

I’m going to make this dessert when I get home. What do you think 
will happen if I choose to do things the way I want to do, like not 
adding eggs and oil, rather than what the directions say to do? 
Encourage response. The outcome will not be as it was intended 
it to be. Why do you think it’s important to follow instructions? 
Encourage response. Today we’re beginning a new study about a 
man named Jonah, whose story I’m sure all of you are familiar with. 
Jonah was given a very specific direction from the Lord. Let’s find 
out if he followed God’s instructions or if he chose to do things his 
own way.

Option 2

Have any of you have ever played a game where you had to run away 
from someone like Tag or Hide-and-Seek? Encourage response. Have 
any of you ever tried to hide from your parent or someone who was 
watching over you because he or she wanted you to do something 
you didn’t want to do? Today we are going to learn about a man in 
the Bible who tried to run away from God. His name was Jonah. He 
tried to hide from God because God wanted him to do something he 
didn’t want to do. Let’s listen as we find out how Jonah learned in a 
most unusual way it is impossible to hide from God.

Items Needed: TE 2-2—TE 2-8
 Field Notes OT-1
 Pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes OT-1 so each student will have one. 
Display TE 2-2. Jonah was a prophet of God who lived a long time 
ago. God would communicate messages to Jonah that He wanted 
delivered to His people. God expected Jonah to be obedient to Him 
and deliver His messages. During Jonah’s time, God’s people had 
many enemies. One of the worst was group of people were called 
the Assyrians. The Assyrians were very mean and did not treat other 
people well. Because of this, Jonah was unhappy when God told 
him to go to Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, and tell the people to 
repent from their wicked ways. Jonah wanted God to punish the 
people for their wicked ways.

But even though the Ninevites were great enemies of His people, 
God wanted to give them an opportunity to repent of their sins and 
turn from their evil ways. God is full of great love, compassion, and 

Notes

TE 2-2

Take Note:
Answer Keys for the Field Notes are provided 
at www.D6teacher.com.
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mercy. God doesn’t want anyone to perish without His forgiveness 
(2 Peter 3:9).

Jonah lived over 500 miles from Nineveh, and it would have taken 
him weeks to travel to Nineveh. The long distance, coupled with 
the fact that Jonah had a very hard heart toward the Ninevites, 
made him want to say no to God. And that’s exactly what Jonah 
did. Display TE 2-3. Jonah went to a seaport town called Joppa 
and boarded a ship heading in the complete opposite direction 
of Nineveh to a city called Tarshish. Jonah chose to disobey God 
because his heart was hard and rebellious, and he foolishly thought 
he could run away from the presence of God.

But not long after the ship made its way out to sea, a violent storm 
brewed up. The waves were so wild and rough the men on board 
thought they were going to die. They began crying out to their false 
gods to save them. They didn’t understand it was God who caused 
the storm to get Jonah’s attention and redirect his disobedient 
heart. God didn’t do this in a mean way or a “Well, I’ll get even with 
him for not doing what I said” way. That’s not who God is. God did 
this in order to get Jonah back on track so he would carry out God’s 
good purposes for his life and the lives of many others.

But do you know what Jonah was doing, while the waves were 
crashing all around and the sailors thought they were going to die? 
Encourage response. Display TE 2-4. The Bible tells us Jonah was 
in a deep sleep below the ship’s deck. Display TE 2-5. The panicked 
sailors woke Jonah. They asked him what they should do to make 
it stop since it was his God who had caused this great storm. Jonah 
replied they needed to throw him off the side of the ship into the 
angry waves. The men did not want to that, but Jonah persisted. He 
knew it was his fault they were in the middle of this terrible storm. 
But the men couldn’t bring themselves to do such a thing, so they 
kept rowing and rowing, attempting to get back to land. But after 
a while, they realized it was hopeless, and they cried out to God 
and asked Him to not hold them responsible for taking Jonah’s life. 
Display TE 2-6. The men tossed Jonah into the raging sea. As soon 
as they did, the waters and waves grew calm. Because of this, the 
men on the ship immediately feared Jonah’s God, the one, true God.

Do any of you know what happened to Jonah? Encourage response. 
Just as God chose to show mercy and compassion to the Ninevite 
people, He did the same for Jonah. Display TE 2-7. God commanded 
a huge fish to swallow Jonah, saving him from drowning in the 
depths of the sea. Jonah remained in the great fish’s belly for three 
days and three nights, and as horrible as this must have been, this 
was just the place Jonah needed to be to get things right with God.

Distribute Field Notes OT-1 and pencils to the students. Have them 
fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside. Allow time for the 
students to read the sentences and circle if they are true or false. Be 
sure to check the students’ answers.

TE 2-3

The people of Nineveh were 
facing God’s judgment for their 
sin. Sin brought death and 
destruction to the world.

TE 2-4

TE 2-5

TE 2-6

TE 2-7

Field Notes OT-1
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Items Needed: Bible

Just like Jonah, we also two choices to make when we hear God’s 
words. We can run from God’s Word or run toward it. If we choose 
to run from it, we won’t get far, because God will pursue us just like 
He pursued Jonah. Did you know there is no place we can hide from 
God’s presence? Read Psalm 139:7-12 to the students. Even when 
we’re disobeying Him and running from Him, God never gives up on 
wanting to have a close relationship with us or wanting to use our 
lives for His glory. This is because He loves us so very much and is a 
God of mercy and compassion for His followers.

Items Needed: TE 2-19—TE 2-20

Before class, cut apart the pieces from TE 2-20 and place them face 
down. When we disobey God, we’re heading in the opposite direc-
tion of His will. For Jonah, God’s will came in the form of a com-
mand: Go to Nineveh and deliver this message. Even though Jonah 
was a devoted follower of God, in this situation Jonah simply didn’t 
want to do what God told Him to do. Have any of you ever found 
yourself in a similar situation? Encourage response. So Jonah chose 
to disobey God’s command, and he began to head in the opposite 
direction of Nineveh. Have any of you ever chosen to be flat out dis-
obedient before? Maybe your mom or dad told you to do something 
and you didn’t do it just because you stubbornly didn’t want to. 
Perhaps God convicted your heart about being nicer to someone at 
school whom you’ve been mean to? Maybe you’ve been telling lies 
and God’s been prompting you to always tell the truth. Remember, 
just like Jonah’s disobedience affected more than just him, so does 
ours.

Display TE 2-19 and introduce the application verse for this month by 
reading it aloud with the class. Even though Jonah didn’t write these 
words, you will see this passage is very reflective of his story. Let’s 
say the verse again as we think about what we’ve learned about 
Jonah. Even though we don’t know exactly what was going on with 
the writer when he wrote these words, do his words suggest he was 
dealing with an easy situation or a hard one? Encourage response. 
The writer seems to be in a very dark place. He really needs God in 
this moment so what does he do? Encourage response. Have any of 
you ever been really afraid or in some kind of trouble and you need 
someone’s attention? Do you call out in a soft voice or a desperate 
one? Encourage response. This is what this writer did. Though we 
don’t know his specific situation, we do know that it prompted him 
to cry out to the Lord. We can do the same and have confidence that 
God always hears and answers our prayers.

Notes

TE 2-19

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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Choose a piece from TE 2-20 and read what it says to the students. 
Have them say the application verse according to the way listed on 
the piece. Continue until all of the pieces have been chosen.

Items Needed: TE 2-1a
 Field Notes OT-1

Before class, cut off the bottom strip from TE 2-1, and cut out the 
different pins. Each week you will add one to TE 2-1. As followers 
of Jesus Christ, our obedience to God is important. The Bible tells 
us we show our love for God through a willing heart that obeys the 
truths in His Word. When Jesus was with His disciples He told them 
if they genuinely loved Him they would obey His commands. This is 
how Jesus ultimately demonstrated His love for God. He did every-
thing the Father told Him to do. Unfortunately, we don’t always do 
everything God tells us to do. But even when we choose to continue 
in disobedience to God’s Word, we can trust that God will pursue us, 
and sometimes even discipline us when necessary. Add TE 2-1a to 
the map. God pursues the disobedient. This is what He did in the life 
of Jonah. God sent the great storm and then even allowed it to go 
from bad to worse. Don’t be like Jonah, and require not-so-pleasant 
consequences to finally get your attention. Instead, focus on ways 
that help you stay obedient to God. Study God’s Word and trust 
His way. Choose to honor your parents through your obedience 
to them. When you make wrong choices, use the resulting conse-
quences to get off a disobedient path and onto an obedient one. 
Remember just as God demonstrated love, mercy, and compassion 
on Jonah, He will do the same for you. Have the students turn to the 
Next Step section on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to choose 
to be obedient to God.

TE 2-20

Field Notes OT-1

TE 2-1a

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home Connection 
is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way to practice faith at 
home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each 
member of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try 
it this week by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.

TE 2-1
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Communication is key in every relationship. This rings espe-
cially true when we consider our relationship with God. Prayer 
is a gift from God and a privilege accompanied by the promise 
that God always hears us when we pray.

This week’s lesson finds Jonah praying after being swallowed 
by a great fish. To us, this may seem like only a punishment, 
but in reality, God sent the fish to swallow Jonah as a provision, 
part of God’s pursuit to redirect Jonah’s disobedient heart.

Jonah’s prayer reminds us that God’s holiness cannot tolerate 
or excuse disobedience (Jonah 2:4). It also prompts us to ask 
our merciful God for forgiveness. God does not expect perfec-
tion, but He does expect us to obey His Word and walk in holi-
ness (1 Peter 1:16). Forgiveness heals the fracture caused by 
disobedience and leads us to offer grateful praise to our Savior 
(Jonah 2:9).

Old Testament
Lesson 2
October 13, 2019

God Answered 
Jonah’s Prayer
TEXT: Jonah 2:1-10

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
 Know:  When Jonah called out to God, He heard and responded 

to his prayer.
 Think: God hears and answers our prayers.
 Do: Faithfully talk with God this week.

APPLICATION VERSE: Psalm 130:1-4

THEME: God Answers Prayers

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		TE 2-8

q	Envelope

Option 2

q	TE 2-9

LEARN
q	TE 2-10

q	TE 2-11

q	Field Notes OT-2

q	Pencils

APPLY
q	TE 2-19

q	TE 2-21

RESPOND
q	TE 2-1b

q	Field Notes OT-2

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Jonah 2:1-2

Day 2—Jonah 2:5-7

Day 3—Jonah 2:8-10

Day 4—2 Corinthians 1:8-10

Day 5—1 John 5:13-15

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: TE 2-8
 Envelope

Before class, cut apart the pictures from TE 2-8. Display the pictures 
from TE 2-8 and the envelope so the students can see them. What 
do these three things have something in common? Encourage 
response. They are items that can be used for communication. 
Display the envelope. If I wanted to write a letter or a note to some-
one, I could place it in the envelope, address it, and mail it. If I have 
to mail this letter to a location far away, it will take a while for the 
person I am trying to reach to get my message. Display the picture of 
the laptop from TE 2-8. Another way I can communicate with some-
one else is through email or some other electronic communication, 
such as Facebook Messenger. But the person I send it to may not 
read it right away. Display the picture of the cell phone from TE 2-8. 
What are two ways I can communicate with a cell phone? Encourage 
response. This is one of the main ways people communicate. But 
even if I send a text message or dial someone’s number, am I guar-
anteed to immediately be able to communicate with that person? 
Encourage response. No. Today we are going to learn about a form 
of communication every Christian has access to. Do any of you know 
what I am referring to? Encourage response. Yes, it is talking to God 
through prayer. But unlike the other three types of communications, 
when we pray, God immediately hears us. No matter where we are, 
all we have to do is humbly call out to Him and we can be guaran-
teed God will hear our words.

Option 2

Item Needed: TE 2-9

Before class, cut apart the cards from TE 2-9 and place so the slogans 
are facing the students. Arrange the cards so that “Can you hear me? 
Can you hear me now?” is the final slogan you display, prior to “We 
Call. He Hears.” Let’s look at some slogans or phrases that most of 
you will probably recognize. Display and read the slogans one at 
a time and let the students tell you what company with which it is 
associated. End with the Verizon card. Do any of you know what the 
Verizon slogan means? Encourage response. We all want to be able 
to communicate with others and clearly be heard. Let’s look at one 
more slogan. This one, however, isn’t one you will see in magazines 
or hear in commercials. But it is true for each and every follower of 
Jesus. Display the last card and read the words aloud. We Call. He 
Hears. Based on this, what do you think the topic of today’s lesson 
is? Encourage response. Prayer in its most basic definition is com-
munication. But unlike cell phone service that sometimes fails us, 
when we pray, He immediately and always hears us. No matter 
where we are, all we have to do is humbly call out to Him and we 
can be guaranteed God will hear our words.

Notes

TE 2-8

TE 2-9
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Item Needed: TE 2-10—TE 2-11
 Field Notes OT-2
 Pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes OT-2 so each student will have one. 
Distribute Field Notes OT-2 and pencils to the students. Have them 
fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside.

Today we will learn what Jonah did during his time in the fish’s 
belly. Let’s look at four things Jonah did during those three days and 
three nights. Display TE 2-10 and point to the different words. Have 
the students fill in the blanks on their Field Notes. Jonah knew God 
was the only one who could help him in his situation, so he cried 
out to God through prayer. We can learn from Jonah’s example that 
we can cry out to God in our times of need. Jonah understood God 
was confronting him with his sin and he appealed to God for forgive-
ness. We can learn from Jonah’s example and prayer that we are to 
ask God for forgiveness when we’ve ben disobedient to His Word. 
Jonah realized that even though he had been disobedient to God, He 
had never stopped loving and caring for him. In fact, it was because 
of His love and care for Jonah that God pursued him. During those 
three days, Jonah had a change of heart. He chose to be obedient 
to God’s command. We can learn from Jonah’s example that even 
though we sin against God, He still loves us. We are to show our 
love for Him through our obedience to His Word. Finally, Jonah was 
thankful to God and praised Him for His mercy and grace. Jonah’s 
prayer teaches us to worship God and lift Him up in grateful praise 
for all He has done in our lives.

Display TE 2-11. At the end of the chapter, the Bible tells us God 
spoke to the fish, and it spewed Jonah onto dry land. It was only 
through God that Jonah was alive and unhurt.

Let’s talk about some of the miracles that happened in these first 
two chapters of Jonah.

When Jonah chose to board a ship to Tarshish instead of going 
to Nineveh, God sent a terrible storm to where the ship was. This 
storm not only was created to get Jonah’s attention, but also to 
show the sailors God’s power.

God did another miracle—as soon as Jonah was thrown overboard, 
the storm immediately stopped. The waters were instantly calmed. 

The next miracle we read about is when God sent the giant fish to 
the exact spot where Jonah was in the water to swallow him whole. 
Then God did another miracle by not only keeping Jonah alive in 
the fish’s belly for three days and three nights, but also without any 
injuries. 

TE 2-10

Field Notes OT-2

Just like Jonah needed to be 
saved from the storm, I cannot 
save myself, I need a Savior.

TE 2-11
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Finally, God caused the fish to throw Jonah up on the dry land (not 
in the water). 

Items Needed: TE 2-19
 TE 2-21

Before class, cut apart the pieces from TE 2-21. Display TE 2-19 and 
review the application verse by reading it with the students. We can 
tell from the first verse that the writer of this psalm is experiencing 
an extremely difficult situation or time in his life. Even though we 
don’t know the specific circumstances surrounding this passage of 
Scripture, because it’s the inspired Word of God, this passage can 
be your prayer too. Whenever you’re feeling like everything around 
you is going the wrong way, you can cry out to God for help. You 
can trust He will hear your cry—His ears will be paying attention to 
your voice. Our great God is a compassionate God. Even when we 
sin and fail Him, when we humble ourselves and cry out to him for 
His mercy and help, He will not ignore us. He will listen and respond. 
Just like He did for Jonah, He will do for each of you as well. And for 
this we can be grateful.

Distribute the pieces from TE 2-21 to different students and have 
them line up in the correct order of the verse. Have the students read 
the phrase on the piece they are holding in the order of the verse. 
It is easier to learn a verse by phrases rather than word by word. 
Redistribute the pieces and repeat the activity as time allows.

Items Needed: TE 2-1b 
 Field Notes OT-2

What is prayer? It is simply talking to God. We learned from our 
lesson today that it is heartfelt, honest communication with Him. 
We also learned God hears our every prayer. He not only hears us, 
but He also already knows our needs, more than we do ourselves. 
Finally, we learned God answers our prayers. He will not always 
answer the way we want Him to, but we can know that His answer 
will always be the best way. It is important to keep the conversa-
tion going with God. Display TE 2-1b to the map. We can pray with 
confidence knowing that God hears our prayers and God answers 
our prayers. Prayer also gets us in right relationship with God so He 
can then use us to help others get into a right relationship with Him. 
This is what happened with Jonah. What did Jonah’s prayer result 
in? Encourage response. It resulted in Jonah being given another 
chance to do things God’s way. All of this was so Jonah could relay 
the greatness of God’s mercy to others who were in need of it just 
like he was. Jonah’s prayers brought him into a right relationship 
with God, so he could then help others know how to have a right 
relationship with Him. Are there areas in your life where you are a 

Take Note:
If you have a smaller class, mix up the pieces 
from TE 2-21 and place them face up on a 
table. Allow the students to put the words 
in the correct order of the verse. Repeat the 
activity as time allows.

TE 2-19

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 2-21

Application 
Verse 

Activity
Pieces

TE 2-1b TE 2-1
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little too much like Jonah before his time in the belly of the fish? 
Have the students refer to the right side of Field Notes OT-2.

Like Jonah, are you at a place where you need to do some serious 
praying?

Jonah called out to God. Is there an area of your life you need to call 
out to God for help?

Jonah repented of His rebellion. Is there an area of your life that you 
need to repent and ask for God’s forgiveness?

Jonah had to get things right with God. Is there an area of your life 
where you need to get things right with God and start being obedi-
ent to Him?

Jonah lifted up his voice in grateful praise. What are some things 
you need to thank God for in your life? How can you praise God this 
week?

Have the students refer to the Next Step on their Field Notes. Your 
Next Step is to faithfully talk with God this week. Use the questions 
on your Field Notes to help you. End class with prayer for your stu-
dents. Field Notes OT-2

Splink is a simple way to link your family together spiritually. Through 
FREE weekly emails packed with ideas, Splink helps you and your fam-
ily engage in conversation. Whether it’s making memories or having fun 
together, Splink allows you to capture those teachable moments to im-
press spiritual truths and life lessons on your kids. No matter where you 
are, there’s always time to Splink!

Sign up for Splink at D6family.com/Splink.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

When we feel we are at our lowest, we can cry out to the Lord 
for help. We have the assurance that God hears every cry (Jer-
emiah 29:12). When we humble ourselves and understand our 
need for God’s mercy, we must call out for forgiveness (He-
brews 4:16, 1 John 19). God will not ignore us. He will listen 
and respond, because He is eager to forgive those who repent.

God crosses out our sin and chooses to forget each offense 
(Isaiah 43:25). Because of Christ’s death on the cross, we are 
cleansed and in sweet fellowship with our merciful, compas-
sionate God. Through repentance and because of forgiveness, 
we are no longer helpless or hopeless.

God’s love is unending. He never gave up on Jonah, and He will 
never give up on us. What a blessing to know God responds 
with mercy instead of the punishment we deserve. Just as He 
forgave Jonah and offered him another chance at obedience, 
He blesses us with the gift of forgiveness and second chances 
as well.

Old Testament
Lesson 3
October 20, 2019

The People of Nineveh 
Turned to God
TEXT: Jonah 3:1-10

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
 Know:  Jonah told the people of Nineveh to turn to God, and they 

repented.
 Think:  God is merciful and will forgive our sin.
 Do:  Turn away from sinful choices and turn to God’s way.

APPLICATION VERSE: Psalm 130:1-4

THEME: God Forgives the Repentant

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		Whiteboard and marker

q		Laptop

Option 2

q		Whiteboard and marker

LEARN
q		TE 2-11

q		TE 2-12

q		TE 2-13

APPLY
q		TE 2-19

q		TE 2-21

q		Whiteboard and marker

RESPOND
q		TE 2-1c

q		TE 2-14

q		Field Notes OT-3

q		Two clear glasses

q		Tape

q		Marker

q		Water

q		Bleach

q		Iodine

q		Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Jonah 3:1-3

Day 2—Jonah 3:4-10

Day 3—2 Corinthians 7:8-10

Day 4—Psalm 51:1-4

Day 5—Psalm 130:1-4

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Whiteboard and marker
 Laptop (optional)

Before class, look up the meaning of your name (see sidebar). Write 
your first name on the whiteboard. Do any of you know what your 
name means? Encourage response. While you’re thinking, I’ll tell 
you the meaning of my name. Write the meaning next to your name 
on the whiteboard. If you brought a laptop and are able, consider 
looking up the names of some of your students. Write the student’s 
name on the whiteboard and the meaning next to it. Today, we’re 
continuing our study of the book of Jonah, the prophet of God who 
was given a very important job. Do any of you remember what 
Jonah’s job was? Encourage response. He was to go to Nineveh and 
tell the people to repent of their wicked ways. What do you think the 
meaning of Jonah’s name is? Encourage response. Jonah’s name in 
the Hebrew language means dove. In the Bible, a dove symbolizes 
peace. Jonah’s job from God was to bring peace to the Ninevites in 
the form of forgiveness. Through this forgiveness they would expe-
rience peace with God, instead of His judgment. God longs for us to 
have peace with Him, but we must first respond to His message of 
forgiveness.

Option 2

Items Needed: Whiteboard and marker

Who are some people that might be considered to be great and 
why? Allow time for the students to name different people and their 
reason. Write them on the whiteboard. If the students need help get-
ting started, offer suggestions provided in the sidebar.

I’m going to begin class by naming some famous people. All of these 
famous individuals are people who might be considered be “great.” 
I want you tell me if you know anything about the person that might 
distinguish him or her as being great.

Today’s lesson takes place in an ancient city that was considered 
great by many. Yet even though it was considered great, the prophet 
Jonah initially did not want to go there. Do any of you remember the 
name of the city I’m referring to? Encourage response. Nineveh was 
considered to be great because it was the capital city of the Assyrian 
Empire. It was a huge city filled with amazing public parks and gar-
dens. It had great walls surrounding the city with fifteen gates. The 
king’s palace had 80 rooms. One thing that was not great about the 
city was the wickedness in the lives of the people who lived there. 
God knew the true condition of their sinful hearts, so He sent Jonah 
to share the message of repentance because of His great love for the 
people of Nineveh.

Notes

Take Note:
The meanings of names can be found on dif-
ferent websites. There are also books avail-
able at your local library.

Suggestions:

Abraham Lincoln (16th President/ issued the 
Emancipation Proclamation, declaring all 
slaves to be free)

Martin Luther King, Jr. (a Baptist minister 
who led the Civil Rights Movement)

Neil Armstrong (an American astronaut who 
was the first person to ever walk on the 
moon)

Mother Teresa (a devout follower of Jesus 
Christ who devoted her life to demonstrating 
God’s love to the sick and the poor)
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Items Needed: TE 2-11—TE 2-13

Last week, we read the prayer Jonah prayed while he was inside 
the belly of the fish. Display TE 2-11. When we last saw Jonah, he 
had been spewed onto dry land, after God had commanded the 
fish to do so. Chapter three begins with God giving Jonah a new 
opportunity to obey His command of going to Nineveh and sharing 
the message of repentance. This time, Jonah did the right thing. 
He immediately obeyed. When Jonah finally reached the city of 
Nineveh, it took Jonah three days to walk throughout it because 
the city was very large. Display TE 2-12 and point to the different 
pictures. Every place Jonah went, he proclaimed the message God 
had instructed him to share. He told the people if, in 40 days they 
did not repent, God would overthrow their city. What do you think 
the people did? Did they listen to Jonah? Read Jonah 3:5. The peo-
ple of Nineveh believed every word Jonah spoke. Even the king of 
Nineveh believed. When he heard Jonah’s message, he got up from 
his throne, took off his robe and covered himself with sackcloth, and 
sat down in the dust. In biblical times, sackcloth and ashes were 
outward signs of humility and mourning. In doing this, the king was 
displaying his humility before a holy God and his mourning over his 
and his people’s wickedness. Display TE 2-13. The king then issued 
official statement throughout his entire kingdom. The proclamation 
forbade anyone—even the animals—to eat or drink anything. The 
king also told the people of the city to cover themselves with sack-
cloth and sit in the dust, just as he had done. Finally, the king told 
his people to call urgently on God and to give up their evil ways and 
violence.

The king hoped God would see the change in their hearts and dem-
onstrate His great compassion toward them. So what do you think 
happened? Encourage response. Of course God forgave them. This 
was the outcome God wanted all along. This is who our great, mer-
ciful God is. The end of Jonah 3 tells us when God saw the Ninevite 
people turning from their sinful ways, He responded with mercy, 
instead of the punishment their sins deserved.

The proclamation made by the king of Nineveh is known as a fast. 
It is a special time of not eating or drinking and was a common 
practice throughout the Old Testament. It was an outward show of 
humility and repentance and in seeking God’s mercy.

Sackcloth was a fabric made of goat or camel hair that would make 
a person uncomfortable. The wearing of sackcloth was a custom 
that was used to demonstrate a person’s mourning and repentance.

Ash was often used to identify with the dead and by sitting in them. 
The king of Nineveh was expressing his deep humiliation and sor-
row before God.

Notes

TE 2-13

God’s mercy and forgiveness 
shows God is a personal spir-
itual being.

TE 2-11

TE 2-12
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Items Needed: TE 2-19
 TE 2-21
 Whiteboard and marker

Write the numbers 1-10 on the whiteboard. Display TE 2-19 and 
review the application verse with the students by reading it together. 
Today, we’re going to focus on verse three. What do you think the 
speaker means by his question? Encourage response. The speaker 
knows if God kept a list or a record of every person’s sin, then not 
one person could stand before God and face Him. The guilt and 
shame of his or her sin would be just too great.

What if the verse began with the word since, how would that 
change the meaning? Encourage response. It would indicate God 
does keep a list of our sins. Have a student read Isaiah 43:25 aloud. 
Thankfully, He does not. Through Christ’s sacrifice on the cross, God 
crossed out our sin and chose not to remember it. Our application 
verse goes on to remind us that we have forgiveness in Him when 
we repent of our sin.

Display the pieces from TE 2-21 face up and say the verse with the 
students. Have a student choose a number between one and ten, 
and erase that number from the whiteboard. Find the correspond-
ing piece from TE 2-21 and turn the piece over. Say the verse again. 
Allow another student to choose a number from the remaining ones 
on the whiteboard and repeat the activity. Continue as time allows or 
until all of the pieces have been turned over.

Items Needed: TE 2-1c
 TE 2-14
 Field Notes OT-3
 Two clear glasses
 Tape
 Marker
 Water
 Bleach
 Iodine
 Pencils

Before class, write the word Nineveh on a piece of tape, and place 
it on a clear glass. Fill it halfway with water. Also write the words 
God’s Forgiveness on a piece of tape, and place it on another clear 
glass. Fill that glass halfway with bleach and water. Also, copy Field 
Notes OT-3 so each student will have one. Add TE 2-1c to the map. 
Today we learned God forgives the repentant. The response of the 
Ninevites to God’s message gives us a good picture of what sincere 
repentance looks like. Distribute Field Notes OT-3 and pencils to the 
students. Have them fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside. 
Have the students fill in the blanks as you discuss three characteris-

Notes

Field Notes OT-3

TE 2-19

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 2-21

Application 
Verse 

Activity
Pieces

TE 2-1c TE 2-1
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tics of repentance. Ask a student to turn to Jonah 3:8 and read aloud. 
There are three characteristics of repentance that are evident in this 
verse.

The Ninevites understood their need for God’s mercy (3:7-8a). The 
Ninevites called out for God to forgive them (3:8b). The Ninevites 
turned away from their sinful ways (3:8b). This is what repentance 
should look like in each of our lives too.

Did you know we all live in Nineveh? Display TE 2-14a and read 
through each point, and as you do, squeeze a drop of iodine into 
the glass of water. The water will get darker and darker. Would you 
say that each of us fits this description? Of course we do. Point to 
the darkened water. Apart from receiving the forgiveness that a 
holy God offers through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, we would all 
be just like the people of Nineveh. Pour the water-bleach solution 
into the darkened water solution, being especially careful not to 
spill any. Allow the students to answer the questions on their Field 
Notes. Turn over to display TE 2-14b. But through Christ’s sacrifice, 
we are given God’s grace and mercy. Through Christ’s sacrifice we 
can be made clean. God offers that same forgiveness to you, but you 
must choose to accept it. If there’s an area in your life that you are 
not being obedient to God’s Word, make the choice to be obedient. 
Show repentance by turning away from the wrong way and toward 
the right way of Jesus. Have the students refer to the Next Step sec-
tion of their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to turn away from sinful 
choices and turn to God’s way.

Field Notes OT-3

TE 2-14b

Are you on Facebook? Join the D6 Curriculum Teachers group, a place of 
community for you to share stories, ask questions, get advice, and engage in 
conversations with other D6 curriculum teachers.

TE 2-14a
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

As we read through the book of Jonah, we realize that God 
intended to show mercy and compassion to the people of 
Nineveh. God also intended to show Jonah mercy and com-
passion, leading him back to obedience.

Our God is compassionate. Even when we fail, God shows us 
compassion. Because of this, we must strive to be compassion-
ate as well. Compassion allows us to love, forgive, and help 
others. We must recognize and appreciate God’s compassion 
for us, but we must also point others to His compassion (Psalm 
145:9).

Compassion moved Christ to heal the sick and raise the lame 
(Matthew 9:36). But His compassion didn’t stop there. The 
greatest act of compassion was His sacrificial death on the 
cross. Through the death of Christ, we become God’s children, 
saved through faith. May God give us the strength to mirror His 
compassion to the world (Colossians 3:12).

Old Testament
Lesson 4
October 27, 2019

God Shows 
Compassion
TEXT: Jonah 4:1-11

LESSON OBJECTIVES:
 Know:  Jonah was angry when God showed compassion on the 

Ninevites.
 Think:  We are to mirror God’s compassion to those around us.
 Do:   Love, forgive, and help others in your everyday life to 

show God’s compassion through your words and actions.

APPLICATION VERSE: Psalm 130:1-4

THEME: God Shows Compassion

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		TE 2-15

Option 2

q		TE 2-16

LEARN
q		TE 2-17

q		TE 2-18

EXPLORE
q		Field Notes OT-4

q		Pencils

q		Bible

APPLY
q		TE 2-19

q		Post-it notes

q		Pen

RESPOND
q		TE 2-1d

q		Field Notes OT-4

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Jonah 4:1-4

Day 2—Jonah 4:6-11

Day 3—Psalm 145:8-10

Day 4—Matthew 9:35-38

Day 5—Philippians 2:1-4

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Item Needed: TE 2-15

Before class, cut apart and mix up the letters from TE 2-15. Allow 
the students to unscramble the letters to form the word compassion. 
Do any of you know what the word compassion means? Encourage 
response. It begins with sympathy, which is seeing someone’s pain. 
It includes empathy, which is feeling someone’s pain. Compassion 
is the action that comes as a result of our sympathy and empathy.

Today’s lesson is about the compassion of our great God. Because of 
His compassion, He doesn’t want anyone to perish, no matter how 
disobedient they have been to His words. God demonstrated com-
passion on Jonah and the people of Nineveh. He also demonstrates 
His compassion on us every day. Because of this, we should not only 
show compassion to others, but also help others understand His 
compassion toward them.

Option 2

Items Needed: TE 2-16

What is a synonym? Encourage response. I am going to say some 
words and I want you to give me another word that means the 
same thing. Say the words from TE 2-16. Some synonyms have 
been provided to help the students if needed. Each of those words 
has something to do with the book of Jonah. Last week, we learned 
Jonah finally became obedient to God. He traveled around Nineveh 
for three days and delivered the message God had given him for the 
people. When the Ninevites heard the message, they became very 
concerned and humbled themselves before God, even putting on 
sackcloth and sitting in ashes. With urgent cries, they called out to 
God and demonstrated their repentant hearts by turning away from 
their wicked ways. God responded to their repentance with mercy 
and compassion. Today we will learn why Jonah became angry.

Items Needed: TE 2-17—TE 2-18

Last week, we learned the Ninevites repented, God forgave them, 
and the people were not punished for their wicked ways. The hearts 
of the people were changed, and they began following God. This 
was God’s desire and intention for sending Jonah there. However, 
there was one person who was not happy about the outcome. Who 
do you think it was? Encourage response. It was Jonah. Why do 
you think Jonah become angry? Encourage response. Even though 
Jonah had obeyed the Lord’s command when given another chance 
to do so, he really didn’t have a change of heart toward the Ninevite 
people. He did not love them the way God loved them. In fact, he 

Notes

TE 2-15

TE 2-16
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really still disliked them very much. Read or choose a student to read 
Jonah 4:2-3.

In these verses we find out exactly what was going on in Jonah’s 
heart and mind. According to Jonah, why did he run from God? 
Encourage response. He knew God was a compassionate, loving 
God. Jonah understood if the people of Nineveh listened to him and 
repented of their wicked ways, they would experience God’s mercy 
and not His wrath. Jonah wanted God to punish the Ninevites for 
their actions. So when Jonah did go and share God’s message, and 
the people listened and turned to God, Jonah became so upset he 
even told God to end his life right then and there. He said it would be 
better for him to die than to live and see Israel’s enemy being blessed 
by God. But what was Jonah forgetting? Encourage response. He 
had quickly put his recent encounter with God’s compassion and 
mercy out of his mind. God had rescued Jonah from death—a situa-
tion he had gotten himself into because of his disobedience to God.

God, being so wise, asked Jonah what reason he had for being so 
angry. The Bible doesn’t say how Jonah answered, but we do know 
he went outside the city of Nineveh to watch what would happen 
to the city. Instead of accepting God’s heart about it all, it seemed 
Jonah still wanted his own desires. Display TE 2-17. The Bible tells 
us Jonah made a shelter to sit under in order to have some shade 
while he waited. Graciously, the Lord even provided a leafy plant to 
grow up over Jonah so he would have some extra shade. Jonah 4:6 
says Jonah was thankful for the plant. Display TE 2-18. But the very 
next day, God provided a worm that chewed up Jonah’s plant. The 
leaf withered, the sun started shining, and hot winds began blow-
ing. It was so hot on Jonah’s head he became so miserable he just 
wanted to die. For the second time, he said to God it would be bet-
ter if he were dead. Once again, God asked him if he had any right 
to be angry about the plant. Jonah said again he was so angry he 
just wished he were dead. Let’s read how God responded to Jonah’s 
childish attitude. Read or choose a student read Jonah 4:10-11 aloud. 
God accused Jonah of having more concern for a plant that would 
grow and die than for the people and animals of Nineveh. Thankfully 
for the people of Nineveh, and us, God’s concern is for the lost being 
found in Him.

Items Needed: Field Notes OT-4
 Pencils
 Bible

In the Bible, the characteristic of compassion is not just used to refer 
to God. It should also be seen in our lives. Distribute Field Notes OT-4 
and pencils to the students. Have them fold along the solid line, and 
turn to the inside. Allow the students to use the code to discover the 
answers. Have them tell you what they learned about God and His 
compassion.

God is our compassionate Creator. We see in the Bible that God 
is compassionate and merciful. Here are two examples. Read or 
choose two students to read Psalm 145:9 and 2 Corinthians 1:3.

Notes

Field Notes OT-4

As God forgave the people of 
Nineveh when they repent-
ed, God offers salvation and 
forgiveness through faith in 
Jesus Christ.

TE 2-18

TE 2-17
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Jesus is our compassionate Savior. Everywhere He went while walk-
ing this earth, Jesus’ heart of compassion was on display. From 
healing the sick and the lame to raising the dead, Jesus demon-
strated compassion as He met the different needs all around Him. 
His greatest act of compassion was giving His life, knowing that no 
other sacrifice would be sufficient for the payment for our sin. Read 
or choose two students to read Matthew 9:36 and Matthew 14:14.
These are just two of many verses in the Bible that tell us of Jesus’ 
compassion for others.

We are to be compassionate servants. As children of God we should 
mirror the compassion of our God and Savior. Because we’ve been 
shown kindness and compassion from God, we should demonstrate 
compassion to others as we serve God. Remember, His ultimate 
goal is for all to turn away from their sinful way and instead turn 
toward His way. Read or choose two students to read Colossians 
3:12 and Philippians 2:1-2.

Items Needed: TE 2-19
 Post-it notes
 Pen

Before class, depending on how many students you have, write out 
the words to Psalm 130:1-4 on Post-it notes (see sidebar). Display TE 
2-19 and review the application verse with the students. Let’s focus 
on the last verse. Instead of keeping a record of sins, what does 
God give? Encourage response. How does the voice of the writer of 
the psalm change in the first three verses? Encourage response. In 
those verses, he is desperate. In the fourth verse, the writer shifts 
his thoughts and reminds himself that God offers forgiveness.

Choose the number of students to match the Post-it notes you have. 
Place one on the forehead of each student, but do not let the students 
see what is written on the Post-it notes. When you give the signal, 
have the students line up in the correct order of the verse without 
looking at the Post-it on their forehead. Repeat the activity so all the 
students can participate.

Item Needed: TE 2-1d
 Field Notes OT-4

Add TE 2-1d to the map. Today we learned God shows compas-
sion. Even though Jonah had been on the receiving end of God’s 
compassion, he did not want God to extend that compassion to the 
Ninevites. We don’t know if Jonah ever had a change of heart, but 
what we do know is that, as children of God, we can learn from his 
example.

Notes

Depending on the number of students in your 
class, you may want to divide the verses into 
sections so more students can participate.

TE 2-19

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 2-1d TE 2-1
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Ultimately, we’ve been shown the compassion of God so we can 
demonstrate this compassion to others. God loves us so we are to 
love others. God wants us to distribute His love—even to people we 
don’t really want to. God forgives us so we are to forgive others. 
We should be thankful for God’s forgiveness and extend that same 
forgiveness to others—even to people we don’t really want to. God 
helps us so we are to help others. His care for us should create a 
desire to help others—even to people we don’t really want to. When 
we love, forgive, and help others in our everyday lives, we are dem-
onstrating the same compassion God is continually showing to us. 
Have the students refer to the right side of their Field Notes. Allow 
time for the students to answer the questions. Then have them refer 
to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to 
love, forgive, and help others in your everyday life to show God’s 
compassion through your words and actions. End class in prayer 
asking Go to help you and your students to show God’s compassion 
to others this week.

Field Notes OT-4
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Deuteronomy 6:5 instructs us to love God with all our heart, 
soul, and strength. This command seems impossible based on 
our sinful nature and bend toward selfishness. Loving God all 
the time requires us to shift our focus off of ourselves.

Without the cleansing power of Christ, through His sacrifice, 
and the presence of the Holy Spirit, who lives in the hearts of 
believers and empowers us to live righteously, loving God at 
any level is impossible.

Thankfully, we have been cleansed from sin, and the Holy Spir-
it lives within each Christian. We must ask God to help us love 
Him with all our heart, soul, mind, and strength (Luke 10:27). 
We need His power to do what seems humanly impossible.

As time passes and we witness God’s faithfulness, our love and 
affection for God grows deeper. Knowing God must be our first 
priority because we cannot love someone we do not know. Our 
love for Him grows as our knowledge of His love and character 
grows.

Special Topic
Lesson 1
November 3, 2019

Love God 
All the Time
TEXT: Deuteronomy 6:1-25

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know: The Bible tells us about God’s great love for us.
 Think:  We are to love God and make Him a priority in our lives.
 Do:   Choose to love God with your heart, soul, strength, and 

mind.

APPLICATION VERSE: Luke 10:27

THEME: Everyday Discipleship

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		One-dollar bill

Option 2

q		TE 3-2

q		TE 3-3

LEARN
q		TE 3-4

q		TE 3-5

q		TE 3-6

q		TE 3-7

q		TE 3-8

q		TE 3-9

q		Bibles

q		Accessories for activity

q		Suitcase or bag

q		Timer

q		Envelope

q		Whiteboard and marker

EXPLORE
q		TE 3-10

q		Scissors

q		Tape

APPLY
q		TE 3-20

RESPOND
q		TE 3-1a

q		Field Notes ST-1

q		Colored pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Deuteronomy 6:1-2
Day 2—Deuteronomy 6:4-7
Day 3—Deuteronomy 6:10-14
Day 4—Deuteronomy 6:20-24
Day 5—John 8:31-32

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.

Take Note:
Explain words your studnts may not understand especially words 
mainly used in church settings. For example, explain that a disciple 
is a follower or a learner. We are to be disciples of Jsus by studying 
His Word.
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Option 1

Items Needed: One-dollar bill

This simple physical challenge will help introduce the difficulty of 
today’s focus: loving God all the time. Let’s be realistic, there are 
many reasons why this is difficult and that is referring to loving God 
all the time, not the physical challenge.

When was the last time you were physically challenged to do some-
thing seemingly impossible? Encourage response. How many of you 
like a challenge? Encourage response. Display the dollar bill so all 
the students can see it. I have a physical challenge for you today and 
it involves a dollar bill. Choose one student to come to the front of 
the class for the first time to ensure he or she does it right. Instruct 
the student volunteer to stand against a wall with his or her heels 
against the wall and feet together. Next place the dollar bill on the 
floor about 12” in front of the volunteer’s feet. Then, challenge the 
volunteer to try to pick up the dollar bill without moving his or her 
feet or bending his or her knees. Allow different students to attempt 
the challenge. But only allow one student at a time to try to be sure 
all the guidelines are followed (or you will lose your dollar bill).

This physical challenge and today’s Bible verses have something in 
common. In Deuteronomy 6, God gave specific commands to the 
Israelites as written down by Moses. One is to love God with all 
your heart, soul and strength. Do you think it is possible to love 
God all the time? Encourage response. How about when you want 
your own way? Encourage response. How about when you are chal-
lenged to show love by always obeying His commands? Encourage 
response. How about when you blame God for something bad that 
happened? Encourage response. Today we will be challenged to love 
God all the time as we learn more about how great He is and how 
much He loves us.

Option 2

Items Needed: TE 3-2—TE 3-3

Moses wrote God’s commands should be taught by the parents to 
their children at home, walking along the road, going to bed, get-
ting up in the morning, in other words, all the time so they would 
know what God said. In particular, Moses wrote that they should 
be tied on your hands and worn on your forehead as a reminder 
(Deuteronomy 6:8).

Display TE 3-2. The Jews call this the phylactery (figh–LACK–ter-ee). 
Inside each box, usually made of leather, is a small slip of parchment 
or vellum paper 18” long x 1¼” wide. There are four parallel columns 
with four passages of the law written: Exodus 13:1-10; Exodus 13:11-
16; Deuteronomy 6:4-9; and Deuteronomy 11:13-21. Display TE 3-3. 
The Jewish tradition states the small box for the arm is tied on by 
wrapping the straps seven times around the left arm so it is close to 
the heart. The small box worn on the head is tied between the eyes 

Notes

TE 3-3

TE 3-2
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while the two leather straps hang down in front of the body. Both 
are worn during their prayers by male Jews 13 years and older.

What do you think would be the purpose of wearing these com-
mands on your head or arm? Encourage response. Today, as 
Christians, we do not wear small boxes around our arms or heads, 
but we do need to be reminded of God’s power, commands, and 
the blessings of obedience. What are some ways we can remember 
these things? Encourage response. Do whatever works best for you 
in remembering God through your day.

Items Needed: TE 3-4—TE 3-9
 Bibles
 Accessories for activity (see sidebar)
 Suitcase or bag
 Timer
 Envelope
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, cut apart the cards from TE 3-7, and place them in 
an envelope. Have you ever been to an amusement park, shop-
ping mall, or other large building and on the map or directory, it 
says, “You are here”? Encourage response. What does that mean? 
Encourage response. To begin today’s lesson in Deuteronomy 6, we 
need to find out where we are in God’s love story with His chosen 
people, the Israelites. To do so, let’s back up all the way to Genesis 
1 to the days of Creation.

Display TE 3-4 and point to the different pictures. In the beginning 
God created the heavens and the earth and every living thing and 
person. Divide the students into two teams and give each one a 
Bible. Explain the two teams will go back and forth calling out a 
name of something God created—an animal, living thing or person 
according to Genesis 1. To keep it moving, you will need to have a 
five second rule (or whatever you prefer) before time is up. Display 
TE 3-5. After the days of creation, the first man and woman, Adam 
and Eve, disobeyed God and sin continued to mess everything up 
on this earth. Only a loving God would create them knowing they 
would eventually disobey Him.

Display TE 3-6 and point to the different pictures. In Genesis 12, God 
chose a man named Abram, or Abraham as he was later called, to 
move to a new land, Canaan. God promised to bless Abram and 
make him a great nation. So Abram left everything familiar from 
his country to his relatives to obey God. What would cause Abram 
to rely on God’s promises and go? Encourage response. He loved 
and worshiped God (Genesis 12:8). Years later, Isaac, the son God 
promised Abraham, was born. Isaac’s son, Jacob, had twelve sons 
and one of those sons was named Joseph. God used Joseph in a 
mighty way to save his whole family when famine struck their land 
and they moved to Egypt. Speaking of packing and moving, let’s 
see how many items you can get on your body in 30 seconds. Ask 
for a volunteer to come forward. Challenge the student to put on as 
many items from the suitcase as possible in 30 seconds. At the end 

God created the universe and 
everything in it.

Take Note:
Reinforce to your students that it is with 
utmost respect that we are aware and sensi-
tive to these Jewish traditions (in other words 
making fun of them will not to be tolerated).

Take Note:
You may have heard the box called a tefillin; 
that is the Hebrew word for this.

Hats, glasses, scarves, gloves, large shirts, 
big shoes, etc.

TE 3-5

TE 3-4

TE 3-6
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of the allotted time, count each piece as the student takes it off and 
puts it back in the bag. Ask for another volunteer to see if he or she 
can beat that number.

Fast forward many years. According to Exodus 1, there was a new 
Pharaoh who feared God’s chosen people, the Israelites, would 
become too powerful because there were more Israelites than 
Egyptians. Display TE 3-7 and point to the different pictures. So he 
forced the Israelites to become slaves in Egypt. They were treated 
very unfairly and with cruelty. God heard their cries for help and 
chose a man named Moses to lead them out of slavery to worship 
in the land God promised them. Moses told God “When I go to 
the Israelites and tell them You sent me, they will ask, What is His 
name?” God answered, “Tell them I AM WHO I AM, the God of your 
ancestors— Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob” (Exodus 3:13-14). Despite 
feeling unworthy and giving God excuses for why he was not the 
best one for this job, Moses loved God and so he obeyed. But there 
was a big problem—the Pharaoh refused to let the Israelites go. 
Through a series of ten plagues, Pharaoh finally let the Israelites 
leave. Ask for a volunteer to choose a piece (TE 3-8) from the enve-
lope and draw the plague on the board. The other students will try to 
guess which one it is. If you have a large class, divide the students 
into two groups. Alternate letting each group have a student to draw 
while the others on their team try to guess.

Display TE 3-9 and point to the different pictures. Finally, the 
Israelites were set free to leave Egypt and go to the Promised Land. 
They were free to worship the one and only true God. Along their 
journey, God established the Ten Commandments, among other 
laws, to guide and protect them. The difference between those rules 
and living under Pharaoh’s rules was that a loving and wise God 
who wanted what was best for them gave the new rules.

But what would cause the Israelites to obey God? Moses wrote, “In 
the future, your children will ask you, ‘What about all these rules 
God commanded us to obey?’ Tell them how you were slaves in 
Egypt and God delivered with His mighty power. Tell them about 
all the miracles you saw and how God brought Pharaoh and the 
Egyptians down. Tell them how God delivered so He could give the 
land promised to our ancestors. God commanded us to obey and to 
fear Him to continue to receive His blessings” (Deuteronomy 6:20-
23). When the Israelites remembered all the great things about God, 
they worshiped and loved Him. As you and I learn and remember all 
the great things about God, how can we not love Him back? On the 
count of three, I want you to shout out one thing about God that you 
love! For example, I can easily shout out, “Keeps promises” because 
I know He always keeps His word. It may not happen when I want 
it to or how I want it to, but God will keep His promises. I believe 
God will do what He says He will do. Give students a few seconds to 
think of something, and then give the count, “One, two, three, go!”

TE 3-8

TE 3-7

TE 3-9
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Notes

Items Needed: TE 3-10
 Scissors
 Tape

Cut out the heart from TE 3-10. In Deuteronomy 6:5-6, Moses told the 
Israelites they must love God with all their heart, soul, and strength. 
Have you ever wondered how you can love God with everything 
you’ve got? Encourage response. Display the heart from TE 3-10. 
Let’s pretend this is your heart. You want to love God with all your 
heart, but you also love sports. There’s nothing wrong with enjoying 
sports, but if you focus more on sports before loving God, it can take 
away from your love for Him. Tear off a quarter of the heart.

Tear off another quarter of the heart. The same can be said for video 
games, an iPad, cell phone, or the computer. None of these are bad, 
but when playing or watching them become more important to you 
than God, it takes your heart away from Him. This doesn’t mean that 
you must read your Bible every free minute, but it does mean you 
shouldn’t neglect Him to love other things.

It’s fun and great to have friends. Our best friends can make us 
laugh, understand how we feel, etc. But, if you begin to care more 
about what your best friend thinks is right or wrong, rather than 
God, your love for God changes. Tear off another quarter of the 
heart. You might even put talking to them before talking to God.

Display the remaining piece of the heart. Look what’s left of your 
heart. God said to love Him with everything. Is this everything or 
part? This is not what God intended for the Israelites thousands 
of years ago or for you and me today. The good news is that God 
loves us no matter what, and we should want to love Him back 
with everything we’ve got. Begin to tape the pieces of the heart back 
together. Love God all the time. Make Him a priority over sports, 
electronics, friends, or anything else that you are putting above God.

Items Needed: TE 3-20

As just mentioned, in Deuteronomy 6, God commanded the Israelites 
to love God with everything—all that is in you! Jesus repeats this 
command several times in the New Testament.

An expert of religious law asked Jesus how to have eternal life—a 
right relationship with God. Jesus answered the man with this ques-
tion: What is written in the Law of Moses? This month’s application 
verse was the response the man gave. Display TE 3-20 and introduce 
the application verse by having the students read it with you.

We should love God with all our heart. Are we talking about the 
heart that pumps blood through your body? Encourage response. 

TE 3-10

Take Note:
TE 3-10 will also be used in next week’s 
lesson.

TE 3-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster



No, the heart is referring to your will and desires; in other words, 
what you care about. Have the students make a heart, cupping their 
two hands to form a heart shape.

To love God with all your soul is your entire being. The soul is the 
part that makes you who you are and that will live on after you die. 
Have students move both arms at the same time down and then up 
each side of their body.

To love God with all your might is not about the muscles, but every-
thing God has given you. It’s everything you have available to give 
to Him. That may be your abilities or what you own. Have the stu-
dents stretch out both arms in front of them as if giving something 
away.

To love God with all your mind is not only thinking about God, but 
also constantly learning more about Him. The more you learn about 
God, the more you will love Him. Have students tap both hands at 
least a couple of times on their head.

Notice that before each one, the word all is given. So for this word, 
let’s do the motion of both hands going around each other. Have the 
students make their hands circle around each other two times, as if 
going round and round, over again.

Let’s first say the verse again. Allow the students to use TE 3-20 as a 
guide, and then add the motions while saying the words.

Items Needed: TE 3-1a
 Field Notes ST-1
 Colored pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-1 so each student will have one. 
Display TE 3-1a. Throughout today’s lesson, we learned we are 
to love God all the time. Doing so may seem impossible to you. 
We are human, we want our own way, we love ourselves, and we 
sometimes blame God for the bad things that happen to us. But it is 
possible to love Him all of the time and will all of our being or God 
would not have commanded us to do so. When it seems impos-
sible to obey this command, it’s not really an obedience problem, 
but rather a heart problem. In other words, do you and I love God 
enough to obey Him all the time?

Distribute Field Notes ST-1 and colored pencils to the students. Have 
them fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside.

One of the things God reminded the Israelites of was how He deliv-
ered them from Egyptian slavery. Once they reflected on how great 
God was in doing these powerful miracles for their deliverance, 
their love for Him became greater. Inside the first heart, write some 
things God has done for you or others around you. Allow time for 
the students to complete the activity.
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Notes

TE 3-1a

Field Notes ST-1
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In the second heart, write in your own words the greatest command 
God gave. Moses wrote about it in today’s verses and we know 
Jesus repeated this in His teachings. (Hint: it was first part of this 
month’s application verse.) Allow time for the students to complete 
the activity.

Have any of you ever said, “Tag you’re it, I touched you first”? 
Encourage response. This is kind of like what John wrote in 1 John 
4:19. God tagged you first, which means He loved you first. Write 
your full name in the third heart, as a reminder God loved you first. 
Allow time for the students to complete the activity.

Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. 
Your Next Step is to choose to love God with all your heart, soul, 
strength, and mind.Field Notes ST-1

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home Connection 
is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way to practice faith at 
home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each 
member of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try 
it this week by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Love is more than strong feelings and fleeting emotions. Love 
is rooted in knowledge, applied in intentional decisions, and 
experienced in affection. Love is complex; therefore, loving 
God means we love everything about Him, including His words 
(Psalm 119:97).

God’s Word is a gift, an act of grace. God’s Word was given to 
us, not because we deserve it, but because Scripture is an ex-
pression of love. As believers, it is our responsibility to receive, 
read, and respond to this gift.

Reacting to what we see and hear is an inescapable part of our 
human nature. Today’s lesson leads us to answer the question: 
How do I react to God’s Word?

God’s Word leads us to worship our Savior, obey His com-
mands, repent of our sin, and praise the Lord for His many 
blessings. May we honor the Lord in our reaction to His Holy 
Word.

Special Topic
Lesson 2
November 10, 2019

Love God’s Words
TEXT: Nehemiah 8:1-18

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know: Ezra read God’s Word to the people, and they obeyed it.
 Think:  We can honor God’s Word by reading and obeying it.
 Do:   Use your words to listen to God, praise Him, and ask Him 

to forgive your sin.

APPLICATION VERSE: Luke 10:27

THEME: Honoring God’s Word

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		Copy paper

q		Sheets of newspaper

Option 2

q		An envelope

LEARN
q		TE 3-11

q		TE 3-12

q		TE 3-13

q		TE 3-14

q		Bible

EXPLORE
q		Whiteboard and marker

APPLY
q		TE 3-1a-b

q		TE 3-10

q		TE 3-20

q		Bible

RESPOND
q		Field Notes ST-2

q		Bibles

q		Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Nehemiah 8:1-3

Day 2—Nehemiah 8:5-6

Day 3—Nehemiah 8:9-12

Day 4—Psalm 119:11-14

Day 5—Psalm 119:114-115

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.

Take Note:
Did you know www.D6teacher.com provides additional resources 
along with answer keys to the Field Notes?

Begin your lesson preparation early in the week. Pray for your stu-
dents that they will love and honor God’s Word.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Copy paper
 Sheets of newspaper

Display the sheet of copy paper. What would be your reaction if I said 
you cannot physically fold this sheet of paper more than nine times? 
Encourage response. Be sure each student calls out a reaction such 
as “I don’t believe you; you’re joking, etc.” Then select one student 
to try folding a piece of copy paper more than nine times. Have the 
entire class call out each time the student folds the paper. The only 
rule is that any paper can be used as long as it can be folded in half. 
Then allow other students to try the experiment, being sure to count 
each fold, as it cannot be folded more than nine times. Display the 
newspaper and allow a student or two to try to do the experiment 
with it.

The number of pieces with each fold is called a geometrical progres-
sion. The first fold made two pieces and on the second fold, four, 
and so forth. By the time our volunteer made it to the seventh fold 
that would be trying to fold 128 sheets. Just as each of you reacted 
to the possibility of folding the sheet of paper more than nine times, 
there was quite a reaction when God’s people heard God’s words in 
the book of Nehemiah. Today we will learn their reaction to God’s 
words is what caused their action.

Option 2

Items Needed: An envelope

What would you do if you received a letter from someone who didn’t 
know you and you didn’t know him or her? Encourage response. 
This person randomly selected your name and wrote a letter telling 
you how much he or she loved you and would do anything to help 
you. Would that letter mean anything to you? Encourage response. 
But, what if you received a special letter from someone who knew 
you and you knew him or her? Encourage response. Would your 
response be different? Encourage response. Of course it would. The 
words in the letter would matter because you would know the per-
son meant his or her words and cared for you. You would be glad 
to receive this kind of letter to hear from someone who loved you.

This reminds me of today’s Bible verses. Today you will learn how 
the people reacted to God’s words. It was a special moment because 
they knew the God who wrote those words. They knew how great 
God was. They knew how He loved and cared for them. So, as we 
begin today’s Bible lesson, begin to think about how you react to 
hearing God’s words throughout our class time and church. Is it the 
same or different from them?

Notes

Take Note:
Consider drawing some hearts or Xs and Os 
on the envelope.
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Items Needed: TE 3-11—TE 3-14
 Bible

For added emphasis, place the four pictures (TE 3-11—TE 3-14) inside 
your Bible and display them at the appointed time. This small ges-
ture not only reinforces the story is from the Bible, but it is also based 
on God’s words, not yours.

Many of God’s people had been captured and taken to distant 
places. A few people were allowed to stay in Jerusalem, their 
capital. Display TE 3-11. When one of the captives, Nehemiah, heard 
the walls around Jerusalem were broken down and the city was 
unprotected, he asked his boss, the king, to allow him to return to 
Jerusalem to rebuild the walls. Display TE 3-12. The king agreed and 
Nehemiah and the people rebuilt the wall in 52 days, despite many 
hardships.

Soon other people who had been taken from their homeland 
returned to Jerusalem. The Israelites asked a priest and scribe 
named Ezra to read God’s words, the Law of Moses, to them. As a 
priest and scribe, Ezra knew and wrote down the Scriptures, God’s 
words. Remember, at this they didn’t have the Bible like we have 
today.

Display TE 3-13. So Ezra brought the book out before the people—
men, women, and all the children old enough to understand. He 
stood up on a wooden platform so the people could hear and see 
him better. He read from early morning to midday. Think about that. 
Not only was that a long time, but Nehemiah 8:5 records the people 
stood up the entire time God’s words were spoken to show respect. 
Have the students stand up as you continue with the lesson.

When Ezra blessed and praised God, the people reacted by saying 
“Amen, amen,” while lifting their hands toward Heaven (Nehemiah 
8:6). Have the students say, “Amen, amen” with you. In other words, 
they were agreeing with Ezra’s praise of their great God. They wor-
shiped God as they bowed their heads with their faces to the ground 
in obedience to His authority. Have the students bow down with their 
faces to the ground.

Display TE 3-14. Next, the Levites helped the people understand 
what was being read from God’s Word. With so many people in 
this massive crowd, the Levites most likely went among the crowd 
and explained the meaning of the verses. This reminds me of how 
in our pastor’s sermon, he reads one or more Bible verses and then 
explains what they mean and how to apply or do what those verses 
say.

How did the people react when they heard God’s words? They 
began to weep. Perhaps they were sad when they heard God’s Word 
and realized they had not obeyed Him. Before the captivity, there 
was great rebellion against God—the people went their own way. 
Now they were sorry for their sin. When Ezra and Nehemiah saw the 

TE 3-11

The Bible is God’s Word.

TE 3-12

TE 3-13

TE 3-14
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people in such mourning, they told them to stop. This was a special 
day; it was a holy day.

Nehemiah instructed them to go and celebrate with a feast of food 
and drink and share gifts with those who had nothing prepared. 
Nehemiah told them that joy of the LORD is their strength. They had 
a reason to celebrate! They were filled with such joy because they 
had heard and understood God’s words.

Item Needed: Whiteboard and marker

Write Feast of the Tabernacles on the whiteboard. As the people 
studied and learned more of God’s words, they realized God had 
commanded the Israelites to celebrate the Feast of the Tabernacles. 
This was originally commanded in Numbers 29:12-39 and Leviticus 
23:33-36. It is also commonly referred to as the Feast of Booths. 
During the Feast of Tabernacles, the people were to gather branches 
to build a shelter to live in. The sukkah, the Hebrew word for shelter 
or hut, was to remind them of the temporary housing the Israelites 
lived in during the 40 years of wandering in the wilderness and of 
God’s care for them.

So what was the people’s reaction when they heard this? They went 
out and cut branches and used them to build their shelter. Some 
built them on their rooftops, some in their courtyards, some near 
the Temple’s courtyards and others in the streets. Not since the days 
of Joshua had the Israelites celebrated this feast with such joy and 
excitement. The Feast of the Tabernacles lasted seven days and Ezra 
read from the book of God’s law every day of this feast. But on the 
eighth day, they held a serious assembly that was required by God’s 
law. God’s Word said to do it so they did it. The people loved and 
obeyed God’s words.

Items Needed: TE 3-1a-b
 TE 3-10
 TE 3-20
 Bible

Point to TE 3-1a. Last week we learned we are to love God all 
the time. Hold up TE 3-10. Parts of the heart were torn off as we 
discussed how loving sports, our electronic devices, or even our 
friends can become more important than loving God. None of those 
activities, things, or people is bad, unless it changes our love for 
God. Display TE 3-1b. Today we learned we are to love God’s words. 
Display the Bible and then place it on a shelf or table behind you. You 
and I wake up determined to read our Bible, but we forget where 
our Bible is. Pretend to look around and then shrug your shoulders 
like you have given up looking for it. We are determined to study this 
month’s verse. Pick up the Bible and pretend to study it. But then we 

Notes

Take Note:
The Feast of Tabernacles for 2019 began sun-
down on Sunday, October 13 and lasted until 
sundown on Sunday, October 20.

TE 3-1a

TE 3-1b

TE 3-10
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Notes

become distracted and rush to do something else. Place the Bible 
on the floor and step over it. As you can see by the way I treated 
my Bible, it doesn’t seem that it is important to me at all. Pick up 
the Bible. Do you think someone who says he or she loves God’s 
words but never opens his or her Bible really means those words? 
Encourage response. Our words and actions must agree.

Display TE 3-20 and review the application verse with the students by 
having them read it with you. The two most important commands 
according to the Old and New Testament are to love God and love 
others. That’s simple. Last week, we learned some motions to help 
us remember the words. Review those and say the verse together.

Today we learned from the Bible that God’s chosen people reacted 
not only with their words, but their actions. How we treat God’s 
words shows how we feel about God. The more we love God, the 
more we will love His words. The more we love His words, the more 
we will love Him.

Items Needed: Field Notes ST-2
 Bibles
 Pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-2 so each student will have one. 
Today we learned how God’s people obeyed when they heard 
God’s words, but there have been countless times throughout the 
Old Testament where they did not obey God. What was different? 
Perhaps it was because they had suffered the results of their sin 
because they had been in captivity for 70 years. Perhaps they real-
ized God wanted the best for them. Whatever the reason, they 
didn’t rebel when they heard God’s words. Instead they loved God’s 
words. The Israelites listened and, for a very long time, they praised 
God as they heard of His greatness. They were sad as they realized 
they had not been doing what God said to do. What is your response 
to God’s words? Is it love? Distribute Field Notes ST-2 and pencils 
to the students. Have them fold along the solid line, and turn to the 
inside. Instruct the students to fill in the blanks and answer the ques-
tions.

We are to listen to God’s words. Where are some places you hear 
God’s words? Encourage response. We should come to God’s house 
to hear God’s words, but we can also do so at home or in the car. 
Listening to God’s words is no longer just sitting down (or in today’s 
Bible verses, standing up) and hearing the Bible read or explained. 
As we learned in today’s lesson, eventually what you listen to 
about God will influence what you believe and do for Him. Read or 
choose a student to read Psalm 119:11 and 119:114. According to 
these verses, what are some reasons Christians should learn God’s 
Word? Encourage response. Learning God’s words keeps us from sin 
(Psalm 119:11). Our hope is in God’s words (Psalm 119:114).

Field Notes ST-2

TE 3-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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We can praise God with our words. The more God’s people heard 
what God did for them and who He was, they praised Him with 
their words, “Amen, amen!” That is like saying, “That’s right, that’s 
right!” So how are you going to know about God and how to praise 
Him unless you study and memorize His words? The Bible is God’s 
story. Lots of people think of the Bible as stories of different men and 
women who loved God and how God helped them. For example, in 
the story of Noah and the ark, the purpose is not to learn how Noah 
was saved from the flood. The purpose is to see how great God is 
to save Noah and his family. As Christians, we need to continually 
be learning about God so we can be continually praising Him. Have 
students read Psalm 150:2 and Jeremiah 32:17. What are some rea-
sons we can praise God? Encourage response.

We can ask God to forgive our sin with our words. God is holy and 
hates sin. The Bible says we should not bring sorrow to God the 
Holy Spirit by our sin (Ephesians 4:30a). What is your reaction when 
you sin? Are you sad about your sin or just sorry you were caught? 
Encourage response. Jesus paid a high price, His own life, so our 
sins could be forgiven. When we sin, we should feel sad and ask 
God to forgive and take away our sin. He loves us and wants to do 
that. Have the students read 1 John 1:9 and Psalm 103:12. What does 
God’s Word tell us about how God forgives? Encourage response. 
God cleanses us from our sin and He removes our sin.

Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. 
Your Next Step is to use your words to listen to God, praise Him, 
and ask Him to forgive your sin. Close by praying for your students 
to be faithful in listening and obeying God’s words.

Notes

Field Notes ST-2

Splink is a simple way to link your family together spiritually. Through 
FREE weekly emails packed with ideas, Splink helps you and your fam-
ily engage in conversation. Whether it’s making memories or having fun 
together, Splink allows you to capture those teachable moments to im-
press spiritual truths and life lessons on your kids. No matter where you 
are, there’s always time to Splink!

Sign up for Splink at D6family.com/Splink.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Today’s lesson focuses on loving God at home and what that 
looks like. It is important to remember that each family is dif-
ferent. Please be sensitive to the children as you discuss family 
life and how faith is nurtured in the home. There are multiple 
factors and scenarios to consider as you create a safe, loving 
classroom environment. Take time to remind the children that 
no family is perfect, but every family needs God’s love.

God’s Word instructs us to love and respect the people in our 
home. Loving and obeying God leads us to loving and obey-
ing our parents. God’s words tell us to honor our parents. This 
means we listen and obey, speak kindly, show compassion, 
and develop an attitude of respect.

Through the example of Joseph, encourage each student to 
honor his or her family. Remind them that showing honor is 
one way to express love. When we honor God and His Word, 
we not only gain wisdom, but we are also displaying our love 
for Him. The same is true when we our honor our parents and 
siblings. It is a true blessing to know the Lord helps us accom-
plish this.

Special Topic
Lesson 3
November 17, 2019

Love God at Home
TEXT: Ephesians 6:1-4, Genesis 37

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know: God commands us to love and honor our parents.
 Think:   We are to show God’s love for others, especially in our 

home.
 Do:   Honor your family through your thoughts, words, and 

actions.

APPLICATION VERSE: Luke 10:27

THEME: Nurturing Family Faith

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		Simple household items

q		Bag to hold the items

Option 2

q		Small reward

q		Two cell phones

q		Bible

LEARN
q		TE 3-15

q		TE 3-16

q		Whiteboard and marker

q		Bag

q		Bible

EXPLORE
q		TE 3-17

APPLY
q		TE 3-20

q		Bible

q		Timer

RESPOND
q		TE 3-1c

q		Field Notes ST-1

q		Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Ephesians 6:1-3

Day 2—Genesis 37:3-4, 12-14

Day 3—Genesis 37:16-20

Day 4—Genesis 50:15-21

Day 5—Proverbs 23:24-25

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.

Take Note:
Remember that not all of your students’ home lives are ideal. Model 
honor, respect, and love through your words and actions to the stu-
dents in your classroom.
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Option 1

Items Needed:  Simple household items (see sidebar for sugges-
tions)

 Bag to hold the items

Make sure you have enough household items for every two students. 
Place the items in the bag, and have the students find a partner. Invite 
each pair to reach into the bag and pull out one item without look-
ing. Ask the pair to think of a short situation where there could be a 
conflict—an argument with someone in their home about their cho-
sen item. For example, the parent could say, “I told you to put down 
your phone when you come to the table,” but the child keeps playing 
the game. Mom says, “Are you listening? Put away the phone.” The 
child gets mad and pouts all through dinner. Allow the pair to act out 
the situation. Let each pair have a turn.

We all have conflict in our lives at some point. What causes conflict? 
Encourage response. Conflict happens because we are different 
people with different ideas and wants. One area we may experience 
conflict is in our home life. God has a plan for families. God has given 
us parents to teach and guide us and our part is to listen and obey. 
Is it easy to listen and obey your parents all the time? Encourage 
response. Not usually, but it is one of God’s commands. If we can’t 
learn to obey our parents, we may have a hard time obeying God. 
Today we’ll learn more about respecting and showing God’s love to 
the people in our home.

Option 2

Items Needed:  Small reward (cookies, candy, cereal, school sup-
plies, etc.)

 Two cell phones
 Bible

Before class, find and mark your Bible at Ephesians 6. Also hide a 
small reward for the students to find (it could even be outside or in a 
different area of the church). Pre-arrange for someone to call or text 
your cell phone and give simple instructions (one at a time) to help 
students find the reward. After each instruction has been obeyed, 
the students should wait for the next instruction. (For example: Go 
the front door and step outside. Take ten steps to the right. Go to the 
edge of the church and wait by the bush. Look on the top of the car, 
etc.)

Share the reward and talk about it. What did you have to do when 
we received an instruction? Encourage response. You had to listen, 
pay attention, and obey the instructions. What would have hap-
pened if you ignored the instructions? Encourage response. God 
has a plan for families. What do you think God want parents to do? 
Encourage response. Read or have a student read Ephesians 6:1 
aloud. What is your part? Encourage response. God even promises a 
reward to those who honor and obey their parents. Today we’ll learn 
more about doing that and the reward that is promised.

Notes

Take Note:
Suggestions: remote control, candy bar, 
game, toothbrush, cell phone, iPad, pillow, 
book

Take Note:
If you have a class that is still getting to know 
each other, a rambunctious class, or a stu-
dents when together with a close friend tend 
to not listen, consider creative ways to part-
ner various students together (person closest 
to your birthday, same number of siblings, 
dividing into two groups and numbering the 
students, etc.).
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Items Needed: TE 3-15—TE 3-16
 Bag
 Bible 
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, find and mark Exodus 20 and Ephesians 6 in your Bible. 
Also cut apart the pieces from TE 3-16 and place them in a bag. 
Display TE 3-15. God created people to live in families, love God, and 
love each other. God’s plan was for parents to teach their children 
to love God every day . . . as they eat, go places, and as they work 
and play together. What are kids supposed to do? Have a student 
read Exodus 20:12 aloud. What does the fourth commandment say 
for children to do? Encourage response. Have another student read 
Ephesians 6:1 aloud. What does it mean to honor and obey your 
parents? Encourage response. To honor means to respect, to treat in 
a right way, to obey. Sometimes it is easier to understand a word’s 
meaning if we think about actions associated with the word. Does 
saying mean things to your friends about your parents honor them? 
Encourage response. Does talking back show your parents honor? 
Encourage response. Write the words honor and do not honor on the 
whiteboard. Allow the students to take turns choosing a piece from 
the bag. They will read the words on the piece aloud and the student 
discuss if the action honors or does not honor parents.

Honoring our parents means we listen to and obey them. It means 
we speak respectfully. It means we them with kindness as God 
planned. Read Ephesians 6:2-3 to the students. What promise does 
God give those who honor their parents? Encourage response. God 
gave parents the responsibility to teach, guide, help, love, comfort, 
and discipline their children. God gave children the instructions to 
honor and obey their parents. God’s plan for us is the best way for 
us to live.

Items Needed: TE 3-17

With today’s focus on families and faith, a Bible example is given to 
illustrate this principle. The students will listen to some stories from 
the life of Joseph. Cut apart the pictures from TE 3-17. Explain to the 
students they are to listen to the story, think of an answer to your 
question, when you say pair, the students will go to their partner, 
and they will share their answers first with each other and then with 
the class. Repeat the activity with each example of Joseph’s life. Be 
sure to say the word listen before reading the text that corresponds 
to each picture. Assign each student a partner before beginning the 
activity.

Display the side with the picture on TE 3-17a. LISTEN: Jacob had 
twelve sons, but he favored one: Joseph. Jacob gave Joseph a 
beautiful coat of many colors and his brothers were very jealous. 
One day, Jacob said to Joseph “Your brothers are taking care of the 

TE 3-15

God established the home to 
make disciples and transfer 
the faith.

TE 3-16

Take Note:
Be sensitive to those who are not living with 
their parents. Assure them they are to honor 
the grandparents, foster parents, or those 
caring for them.

TE 3-17a
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sheep at Shechem. Check on them and let me know how they are 
doing.” Joseph obeyed his father (Genesis 37:3-4, 12-14).

Turn TE 3-17a over. THINK: What could Joseph have done instead of 
obeying his father?

PAIR: Give students a short time to go to their partner.

SHARE: Possible answers: Joseph could have said yes, but not have 
done as his father said. He could have started to obey, but got tired 
and gave up looking for his brothers. He could have said he didn’t 
want to do it. He could have lied and said he went, but never even 
looked for them.

Display the picture side of TE 3-17b. LISTEN: When Joseph’s broth-
ers saw Joseph coming, they plotted to kill him. Reuben, the oldest 
brother, said not to kill Joseph, but suggested they throw him in a 
pit. Reuben was going to secretly rescue Joseph and take him back 
to their father. So they stripped Joseph of his coat and threw him 
into a pit with no water. The brothers eventually sold Joseph to 
traders going to Egypt. Then they put blood on Joseph’s coat and 
showed it to their father (Genesis 37:18-32).

Turn TE 3-17b over. THINK: In what ways did Jacob’s other sons 
dishonor their father?

PAIR: Give students a short time to go to their partner.

SHARE: Possible answers: They hurt Joseph, whom he loved. They 
deceived him into thinking that Joseph was dead. They didn’t care 
about his feelings.

Display the picture side of TE 3-17c. LISTEN: Many years passed 
as God blessed Joseph in Egypt and the Pharaoh placed Joseph in 
charge. There was a famine—a time with little food—and Joseph 
made a plan for surviving the famine. Joseph’s father, along with his 
brothers and their families, ran out of food, so they went to buy food 
in Egypt. When they bowed before Joseph and asked to buy food, 
Joseph recognized them, but they didn’t recognize him (Genesis 
45-50).

Turn TE 3-17c over. THINK: What would you be tempted to do to the 
brothers?

PAIR: Give students a short time to go to their partner.

SHARE: Possible answers: Treat them in a mean way. Say harsh 
words. Refuse to give them food. Get revenge and hurt them like he 
had been hurt.

Display the picture side of TE 3-17d. Joseph forgave his brothers. 
Joseph was reunited with his father and the rest of their family. 
When their father died, the brothers were frightened because they 
thought Joseph would now repay them for all the evil they did to 
him. Instead, Joseph reassured them. He explained God used their 
wrong actions for good to save many people’s lives. They didn’t 
have to be afraid; he would provide for them and their families 
(Genesis 50:20-21).

Notes

TE 3-17b

TE 3-17c

TE 3-17d
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NotesTurn TE 3-17d over. THINK: What can we learn from Joseph about 
showing love to our family?

PAIR: Give students a short time to go to their partner.

SHARE: Possible answers: Forgive one another. Speak kind words. 
Don’t get revenge even when you have been wronged. Love and care 
for one another.

Items Needed: TE 3-20
 Bible
 Timer

What are some things children do instead of obeying their parents? 
Encourage response. What are some ways children dishonor their 
parents? Encourage response. What did we learn the Bible tells us 
about obeying and honoring our parents? Encourage response. It all 
starts in our minds. It is important to honor our parents through our 
words and actions.

Display TE 3-20 and use the motions from the first week as you review 
the application verse. What are the two most important commands 
in the Bible? Encourage response. We are to love God and love oth-
ers. We are to love the people in our homes. Some people are nicer 
to strangers than they are to the people they live with. They speak 
kindly to the janitor at school (which is a good thing), but then speak 
harsh words to a sibling. We are to show God’s love with our words 
and actions. We say kind words and we do kind things.

Have the students sit or stand in a circle. Set the timer for short 
amounts of time, and vary the time each round. Give the Bible to 
one student who will say the first word in the verse and gently hand 
the Bible to the person on his or her right. That student will say the 
second word of the verse and pass it on. When the timer goes off, 
the student who is holding the Bible will step outside of the circle. 
Reset the timer and continue saying the verse. Restart the verse 
when the students get to the end. Encourage the students who are 
standing outside of the circle to continue to say the verse with the 
other students.

Items Needed: TE 3-1c
 Field Notes ST-3
 Pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-3 so each student will have one. 
Distribute Field Notes ST-3 and pencils to the students. Have them 
fold along the solid line, and turn to the inside. Display TE 3-1c. 
Today we learned we are to show God’s love at home. Let’s think 
about some ways we can show God’s love to others in our home. 

Field Notes ST-3

TE 3-1c

TE 3-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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What are some ways we can use our thoughts to honor our families? 
Encourage response. Write some of these kind thoughts in the area 
provided on your Field Notes.

What are some ways we can use our words to honor our families? 
Encourage response. Write some of those words on your Field 
Notes.

What are some actions we can do to show honor to our families? 
Encourage response. Write some ways you would like to do to show 
honor to different people in your family this week on your Field 
Notes.

Families are not perfect. Everyone says and does wrong things (even 
parents). But we need to keep loving and praying for each other. 
We need to respect our parents. We need to love, honor, and sup-
port one another. Have the students refer to the Next Step section 
on their Field Notes. Your Next Step for this week is to honor your 
family through your thoughts, words, and actions. Use the different 
ways you wrote on your Field Notes as a tool to help you do so. 
End class with prayer for your students and their families. Ask God 
to help them honor each other, show their love for each other, and 
remember His love for each of them.Field Notes ST-3

Are you on Facebook? Join the D6 Curriculum Teachers group, a place of 
community for you to share stories, ask questions, get advice, and engage in 
conversations with other D6 curriculum teachers.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Today’s lesson emphasizes one of the greatest commandments 
of Jesus, loving our neighbors. God desires for us to show His 
love to everyone. As followers of Christ, our actions must re-
flect our words. If we do not show God’s love to others, no 
matter what we say, we will not communicate the message of 
God’s love.

Loving others usually costs us something, but it is good and 
right and worth it.

Jesus is the perfect example of displaying love to all people. 
His sacrificial death was the ultimate display of love (Philippi-
ans 2:8). We must try to emulate Christ’s love for others.

The parable of the Good Samaritan embodies the act of show-
ing God’s love. Jesus uses this example to remind us that we 
are to not only love our neighbors, but also our enemies (Luke 
6:27-28). This requires both help and wisdom from God.

As believers, we should attract others through our loving words 
and behavior. We must follow the example of the Samaritan. 
Although he was the least likely to show compassion, he saw 
someone in need, and he loved freely, generously, and without 
expectation.

Special Topic
Lesson 4
November 24, 2019

Show God’s Love 
to Everyone
TEXT: Titus 2:1-15, Luke 10:25-37

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  The Good Samaritan gives us a biblical example of how to 

show God’s love to others.
 Think:  God commands us to love others.
 Do:  Put your love for God and others into action.

APPLICATION VERSE: Luke 10:27

THEME: Modeling the Faith

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q		Magnet

q		Various small magnetic and 
non-magnetic items

q		Tray

q		Whiteboard and marker

Option 2

q		Empty soda or water bottle

q		Balloons

LEARN
q		TE 3-18

q		Props

EXPLORE
q		TE 3-1a—TE 3-1d

APPLY
q		TE 3-20

q		Balloons

RESPOND
q		TE 3-19

q		Field Notes ST-4

q		Colored pencils

q		Whiteboard and marker

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Titus 2:7-8

Day 2—Titus 2:11-13

Day 3—James 1:22-25

Day 4—Luke 10:30-37

Day 5—Philippians 4:8-9

Copyright 2019. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Magnet (even a refrigerator magnet will work)
  Various small magnetic and non-magnetic items (see 

sidebar)
 Tray
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, place the small items on a tray so they are visible to the 
students. Write the different items on the board with room for the 
student to write yes or no beside it. Display the magnet so all of the 
students can see it. Choose a student to select one of the items to 
see whether or not it is attracted to the magnet. Allow the student to 
write his or her findings on the whiteboard.

What are some things that were attracted to the magnet? Encourage 
response. A magnet is an object that produces an invisible mag-
netic field. This force can pull other materials, such as iron, to it. 
Throughout the Bible, we are commanded to love God and love 
others. In other words, we should be like these magnets. Followers 
of Jesus should attract other people. Others should see our loving 
words and loving actions and be attracted to us. Today we’ll learn 
what it means to love others.

Option 2

Items Needed: Empty soda or water bottle
 Balloons

Display a balloon. I challenge someone to blow up this balloon. Ask 
for a volunteer who hopefully will have no problem blowing up the 
balloon. Let the volunteer proceed to accomplish this first challenge 
in front of the students. Okay, my first challenge was like when we 
show God’s love for others to people who are easy to love. They 
are kind, helpful, and easy to get along with. There are no problems 
with showing God’s love to them. Display another balloon. I now 
challenge someone to blow up this balloon so it fills this bottle. 
Display the bottle. Place the balloon in the empty bottle and stretch 
the neck of the balloon completely over the mouth of the plastic 
bottle. Ask for another volunteer to try to blow up the balloon (it is 
impossible. Humanly speaking, we are not strong enough to blow up 
the balloon and to compress the trapped air.) This second challenge 
is similar to us showing God’s love for people to those who are not 
so easy to love. It is not easy to do. So is it possible or impossible to 
love others? Encourage response. Loving others requires God’s help. 
He can help us to love even though others may treat us unfairly. He 
can give us wisdom on how to show love when we don’t feel like 
doing so. We will learn the importance of showing God’s love every-
where and to everyone.

Notes

Suggestions of magnetic and non-magnetic 
items: paper clip, penny, tiny nail, safety 
pin, button, Lego, a key, and a small piece 
of candy

Take Note:
If you have enough magnets, give one to each 
student or divide them into small groups to 
discover on their own what sticks to the mag-
net and what doesn’t. Then mark the findings 
on the whiteboard as a group.
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Items Needed: TE 3-18
 Props (see sidebar)

Optional: Record this if you want students to watch it later.

Before class, copy TE 3-18 so each student who is participating will 
have a copy. Refer to the sidebar for a list of characters needed. If 
your class is too small for at least the main characters, consider com-
bining with the Discovery Kids class or recruit teenagers to help your 
class. Also, if you brought props, distribute them to the students.

Paul wrote a letter to a young man named Titus who lived on the 
island of Crete. Titus was leading and guiding the church by teach-
ing the people the right way to live. This included how to love the 
right way. The best example of that is from Jesus. We are going 
to look in Luke 10:25-37 when a lawyer came to Jesus and asked 
Him how he could have eternal life. Perhaps Jesus was testing the 
lawyer’s sincerity, because He answered with a question, “What is 
written in the law?”

The man responded with the law God gave to Moses, “You are to 
love the LORD your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, 
and with all your strength, and with all your mind and love your 
neighbor like you love yourself.” Rather than just walking away, the 
lawyer wanted to defend his actions. So he asked Jesus who his 
neighbor was. Jesus responded with a story. Allow the students who 
are participating in the drama come forward.

A certain Jewish man was taking a trip from Jerusalem to Jericho. 
(Jewish man starts walking across the front of the room.) This was a 
dangerous road, as there were many thieves ready to do whatever 
it took to get money. (Thieves wait hidden in the distance.) As the 
man traveled, the thieves attacked him, robbed him, and beat him 
up. (Thieves grab him and pretend to hit him and the man falls to 
the floor). The thieves left him bleeding and near death by the road. 
(Thieves run off with the man’s money and stuff.)

The man lay by the side of the road, wondering if anyone would help 
him. Just then, a priest who worked at the temple came walking by. 
(The priest enters and walks by the man.) “Surely, he will help me,” 
he must have thought, but the priest walked by on the other side of 
the road. (The priest walks by the man and off the scene.)

“Oh, I will surely die if someone doesn’t help me,” the man must 
have thought as he grew weaker by the minute. He saw someone 
else coming in the distance and hoped that he would help. This man 
was a Levite, one who helped the priests at the temple. (The Levite 
walks toward the man.) The man’s hope must have grown when he 
saw the Levite. (The Levite crosses to the other side of the road and 
shakes his head as if to feel sorry for the man.) The Levite saw how 
badly he was hurt; surely he would help him. No, the Levite passed 
on by without helping. (The Levite walks away and leaves the scene.)

Notes

TE 3-18

Pieces of fabric and/or scarves for head-
pieces, two pieces of poster board—one that 
says “Jerusalem,” and the other pointing in 
the opposite direction that says “Jericho,” a 
backpack or pouch for the Jewish man, coins, 
and bandages

Characters Needed: Jewish man, Robbers 
(at least two), Priest, Levite, Samaritan, and 
Innkeeper
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The wounded man could not even manage to stand up by himself. 
(The man tries to get up, but falls back down.) There was no way he 
could travel into Jericho to get the help needed to live.

Just then, he saw another man coming down the road. He must 
have wondered if the next person would stop since the last two 
had passed by without helping. The man coming toward him was 
a Samaritan. (The Samaritan enters the scene.) Samaritans are a 
group of people from the country of Samaria whom the Jews did 
not like. In fact, they were enemies. Since these two nations did 
not get along, this man would probably not help him. But wait, the 
Samaritan stopped and got off his donkey. (The Samaritan pretends 
to get off donkey and kneels beside man.) He was sorry that some-
one had treated this Jewish man so badly. He cleaned his wounds 
and poured oil in them to help them heal. He put bandages on the 
wounds to keep them clean. (The Samaritan pretends to pour oil and 
wrap bandages around man.)

The Samaritan put the wounded man on his donkey and started 
down the road. (The Samaritan helps the man up and pretends to put 
him on his donkey.) When they came to the nearest inn, he stopped 
and took care of the wounded man. (The Samaritan makes sure he 
is resting and pretends to treat his sores again.) The next morning, 
the Samaritan had to leave, but he paid the innkeeper money to help 
the wounded man. “If this is not enough, I will pay you more when 
I come again,” he assured the innkeeper. (The Samaritan pretends 
to pay the innkeeper.)

Have the participants return to their seats. Jesus turned to the 
lawyer and asked him which of the three men was a neighbor to 
the wounded man. The lawyer answered, “The one who showed 
mercy.” Jesus said, “Go and do the same.”

Don’t forget to watch the video if you made one. It’s a great way to 
review the story.

Items Needed: TE 3-1a—TE 3-1d

Titus encouraged the Christians on the island of Crete to change 
their behaviors to reflect what they claimed to believe. Titus was 
modeling his faith for them so they could learn from his example. 
Titus was to teach the old and the young. We can learn from his 
example that God places people in our lives that we are to learn 
from and to teach. We are to help each other keep growing in our 
faith.

Do any of you remember how during the first lesson we cut away 
parts of the heart to show our love for other things more than God? 
Encourage response. Refer to TE 3-1a. We are to love God all the 
time.

During the second lesson, we used a Bible to show how we treat 
God’s words reflects how we treat Him. Refer to TE 3-1b. We are to 
love God’s words.

Notes

God established the church to 
make disciples and transfer 
the faith.

TE 3-1a

TE 3-1b
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Refer to TE 3-1c. Last week we learned we are to show God’s love at 
home by obeying and honoring our family. We were challenged to 
honor our families through our thoughts, words, and actions.

Display TE 3-1d. This week, we learned we are to show God’s love 
everywhere. God wants us to love everyone because He loves every-
one.

Items Needed: TE 3-20
 Balloons (optional)

Display TE 3-20 and review the application verse with the students 
by saying it together. Because of God’s command to love Him with 
all our heart, soul, mind and strength, we know Christ followers are 
to love Him all the time. But we are to also show His love to those 
around us. Who is your neighbor? Your neighbor is not just the per-
son who lives next door to you. According to Jesus, your neighbor 
according is anyone who needs your help. Who are some people 
that might need your help? Encourage response. Think about some-
one or a few people to whom you need to show God’s love. Maybe 
it is a classmate who annoys you or maybe it is a family member you 
don’t really get along with. Start with asking God to help you show 
His love to them through your words and actions. Pray for that per-
son and for opportunities to demonstrate love to him or her. When 
we love others, we are showing our loving for God.

Have the students find a partner to say the application verse with. 
Allow the students to use the motions to help remind them of the 
words. Or provide a balloon for the students to bat back and forth as 
they alternate saying the words to the verse. End the activity with the 
students saying the verse together as a class.

Items Needed: TE 3-19
 Field Notes ST-4
 Colored pencils
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-4 for each student. How can you 
show love to others this week? Showing love to others can be as 
simple as giving someone a smile. It doesn’t have to be something 
big to mean something to a person needing help. The first thing to 
do is notice when others are hurting or need something. Just as two 
people in the story passed by the wounded man without helping, we 
can pass by others and not even notice they need help. There are so 
many who need love and help. When someone is sitting alone at the 
lunch table, what could you do to show love? Encourage response. 
When someone is hurt or crying, how could you show that person 
love? Encourage response. When someone is hungry, what could 

TE 3-1c

TE 3-1d

TE 3-20

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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you do to help him or her? Encourage response. We must pay atten-
tion to what others might need.

Then you must do what you can to help and that means setting 
your own plans aside. We can have good intentions by thinking we 
should help that person, or we can hope somebody else will help. 
But those thoughts don’t really do any good unless we are willing 
to take action. How did the Good Samaritan set aside his own plans 
and show unselfishness? Encourage response. The Good Samaritan 
was very loving and brave to help the wounded man. Loving others 
usually costs us something, but it is good and right to show love 
and to help everyone.

How can you show love this week? Brainstorm some ways and write 
them on the whiteboard (see sidebar for suggestions). Distribute 
Field Notes ST-4 and colored pencils to the students. Have them fold 
along the solid line, and turn to the inside. Instruct the students to 
write some of the ways listed on the whiteboard in the hearts on their 
Field Notes. In the other hearts, encourage the students to write the 
names of different people to whom they will show love to this week. 
Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. 
Your Next Step is to put your love for God and others into action. 
Use the names and actions in the hearts to help you. Consider work-
ing together on a class project to help others. Choose a project, send 
information home to the parents, and then select a specific date to 
collect the needed items or serve. Ideas are provided on TE 3-19.

Close with a prayer asking God to help you and your students show 
love to others.

Take Note:
An email, call, text during the week may help to jog the students’ 
memory.

Notes

Field Notes ST-4

Field Notes ST-4

TE 3-19








